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About the UEN
The Urban Education Network of Iowa (UEN) is a consortium of Iowa's eight largest school districts and
eleven Associate Member districts. Combined, these nineteen districts enroll nearly forty percent of
Iowa's total public school enrollment, but an even larger proportionate share of the state’s low-income,
non-English speaking, and minority students.
Although the UEN was formed in the 1984-85 school year to represent the unique characteristics of
Iowa's more urban districts, most UEN initiatives address issues important to all of Iowa public schools.
Maintaining partnerships is vitally important to the mission of the UEN as well as all Iowa public school
districts. These partnerships include, but are not limited to: School Administrators of Iowa, Iowa
Association of School Boards, Iowa State Education Association, Iowa PTA, and Child and Family Policy
Center. Nationally, the UEN partners with the American Association of School Administrators, National
School Boards Association and the Urban Superintendents Association of America.
You are invited to check out the UEN website that includes information of interest, most of which can be
accessed by simply clicking on the various links at www.uen-ia.org

Urban Education Network Priorities 2014 Legislative Session
•

Funding Adequacy: 6% State Percent of Growth – in order to fulfill the goal of regaining
Iowa’s number one in the nation education status, the UEN supports the provision of adequate
funding, which we know, spent wisely, will prepare our students for success. The UEN supports
a goal to get Iowa’s investment in education to the National average, as measured in per pupil
spending, beginning with a commitment of no lower than 6 percent annually for a minimum of 3
years. Timing of the decision is crucial and must be made in the 2014 Session for the 2014-15
school year.

•

Student Mental Health Services – UEN acknowledges that mental health needs are
increasing, yet the delivery systems of education for students with mental health challenges as
well as services to meet mental health needs both in and out of school are experiencing funding
and regulatory challenges. UEN supports access to mental health services for students and
clarity of funding sources and funding responsibilities, particularly for students costly to educate,
such as those in residential facilities.

•

Assessment – UEN supports assessments aligned with the Iowa Core, such as the promise of
the computer-adaptive Smarter Balanced tests, including formative and end-of-course
assessments, measuring both attainments and growth, with a test that is fair and respected by
educators. We support a college readiness test, such as ACT, for all eleventh-graders. Iowa’s
state assessment should be a criterion-references assessment that recognizes growth and tests
grade-level specific content. While we support the value of norm-referenced assessments, they
should not be used for accountability purposes.

•

Additional UEN Priorities and Resolutions may be found here:
http://www.uen-ia.org/attachments/UEN%202014%20Leg%20Priorities%2011.20.13.pdf
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Legislative Session Approval and Veto Process
The 2013 Legislative Session drew to a close on May 1, 2014 in the House, with the Senate adjourning
sine die (without a reconvening date certain) on May 2. Although 10 days past the expiration of per
diem payments for legislators, the timing was an improvement on the 2011 Session’s June 30, 2011
adjournment and last year’s May 23rd adjournment. Although nearly 4,900 pieces of legislation were
introduced in the Iowa Legislature this Session, 140 made it to the Governor’s desk.
This Digest details legislation enacted by the 2014 Legislature and signed or vetoed by the Governor. In
preparation for next year, we include a listing and explanation of some of the significant education and
tax policy bills that moved through the process, but ultimately did not pass, but may return in the future
as ideas from former legislatures resurface. The information section of this digest includes data and
background on issues such as those discussed without final action this last Session as well as others of
key interest to Iowa schools. The 2014 Session was the second of the two-year biennium of the 85th
Iowa General Assembly. During the 2014 Legislative Session, bills that were introduced in 2013 and
moved partially through the process (approved during floor debate in the chamber of origin in the prior
year) remained eligible for consideration. The following two bills are examples of bills that were left in
committee at the conclusion of the 2013 Session but were ultimately amended and approved this last
Session:
•
•

SF 220 Early Retirement Incentives from Management Fund
SF 366 Radon Information, Testing Plans and Reporting

Process for Signature: The Governor is given 30 days to review all legislation passed by the Legislature
in the closing days of the Session:
•
•

Bills received by the Governor during the last three calendar days of session (except Sundays)
must be signed or vetoed within 30 calendar days.
The Governor may exercise three types of vetoes: the veto, item veto, and pocket veto.
o Veto indicates the Governor’s disapproval of an entire bill.
o Item veto may be used only for bills which appropriate funds. This action strikes a
specific item of an appropriations bill.
o Pocket veto occurs when the Governor fails to take action within 30 calendar days on a
bill received within the last three calendar days of session (except Sundays). The entire
bill fails to become law in this situation.

Executive Summary
In the past two sessions, the Legislature enacted major education reform policy. The major efforts of
2012 (SF 2284) included a literacy focused initiative, requiring third-grade retention of students not
proficient in reading beginning in school year 2016-2017; creation of the Iowa Reading Research Center;
and new efforts in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). During the 2013 Session,
Education Reform Legislation (HF 215) made sweeping policy changes detailed in last year’s Digest
including a new teacher leadership/compensation system that approved districts are just now beginning
to implement for the 2014-15 school year. This year, the legislature passed a budget but aside from
some minor technical corrections, did not undertake many education policy changes. The same is true of
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property tax reform, with large changes made in 2013 followed by no action in the 2014 Session.
Though required by law, the State Cost per Pupil was not set during the 2014 Legislative Session.
However, continued commitment to implementation of education reform from the prior two sessions is
evident in the Education Appropriations efforts detailed below. A few policy bills impacting sharing and
reorganization incentives and inappropriate relationships between staff and students, early retirement
incentives and a technical fix to instructional days/hours made it to the Governor’s desk. There was a
concerted effort by the Governor’s office to move anti-bullying and anti-harassment legislation and
broadband Internet access incentives through the legislative process, but neither of those bills received
a consensus position between the House and Senate.
Budget Summary: Upon completion of the Governor’s approval and veto action: The state General
Fund Budget, (net appropriations and expenditures, including reversions) for FY 2015 is $6,974.4 billion
for FY 2015, which is an increase of $496.6 million compared to FY 2014 net adjusted appropriations.
The FY 2015 appropriated amount is $660.0 million under the 99% expenditure limitation (the maximum
allowed under Iowa law) and will result in a deposit of an additional $734.9 million into the state’s
ending balance after all appropriations. These calculations include the Governor’s line-item vetoes and
came from the LSA’s Fiscal Update, June 11, 2014, found here.
Estimated Position of State’s Cash Balance for FY 2015: The state’s Cash Reserve Fund, which is limited
by law to a maximum of 7.5% of total budget, is calculated to be full at $522.3 million. The Economic
Emergency Fund, after significant transfers of surplus to the General Fund, Taxpayer Trust Fund, and
others, is also full, leaving an estimated ending balance of $174.1 million, which is the maximum 2.5%
allowed in Iowa law (according to the draft LSA end of session balance sheet). The LSA Fiscal Update
Special Edition End of Session, May 14, 2014, provides a detailed explanation of the 2014 Legislative
Session appropriations and fund balances.
Summary Statement about State of Iowa Fund Balances: Iowa State General Fund Surplus for FY 2015
is $612.6 million in addition to the fully funded Economic Emergency Fund and Cash Reserve Fund
balances noted above. Conversations referring to a “structural deficit”, a term defined as an expenditure
level in excess of revenues received in a single fiscal year, typically ignore reference to surpluses.
May 2014 Revenue Dip: Year-to-date revenues have dropped below the REC estimate, down $350
million compared to FY 2013, according to the LSA’s monthly revenue memo, video edition. Jeff
Robinson, Senior Fiscal Analyst, LSA, describes the drivers of the decrease, $212 million of which can be
easily quantified due to legislative policy changes:
1) $100 million decrease due to deposit of cigarette and tobacco taxes previously in the state
general fund directly into another fund
2) $32 million due to expansion of the earned income tax credit
3) $80 million deposit into the taxpayer trust fund
The fourth driver is likely behavior changes as taxpayers made financial decisions toward the end of
2012 calendar year, impacting 2013 tax revenues, as they anticipated federal tax law changes. Jeff
explains in the memo why these are one-time events:
“1) The payback from the 2013 income surge is over, 2) the Iowa tax credit changes are now
fully implemented, and 3) income tax withholding receipts as well as tax revenue from sales and
use tax continue to expand at a reasonable pace.”
At the conclusion of the memo, the LSA analysis sums it up:
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“Although is appears unlikely that Iowa general fund revenue will finish FY 2014 at the
projected level, the reasons for the underperformance appear to be very much one-time events
that have run their course. As long as wage growth in Iowa continues, the translation of FY 2014
negatives into 2015 negatives should not be automatic.”
The June 11, 2014 edition of the LSA’s Fiscal update also includes a reference to historical changes in
school finance funding provisions. The LSA has updated the document to reflect legislative action that
occurred during the 2014 Legislative Session for changes to early retirement incentive programs, shared
operational functions supplementary weighting and whole grade sharing and reorganization incentives.
The document provides a brief summary of the provisions from 1971 to present and is available on the
LSA website at:
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/LSAReports/k12Education/PublicSchlFunding_LawChanges_1971_to_
Present.pdf

Enrolled Bills: The following bills impacting Education have been signed by the Governor unless there is
a note detailing veto action. The Enrolled bills explained below are organized into Appropriations and
Policy Acts (although some policy changes do impact appropriations.) A list of bills that received
significant action but were not enacted follows under the Near Misses & Pending Issues section of this
Digest. For access to the complete text and effective dates of all legislation approved or vetoed by the
Governor, check the enrolled bills link on the legislative website.

APPROPRIATIONS ACTS
2014 Funding/Appropriations Bills Impacting Education
SF 2347 Education Appropriations See tables below for all appropriations and allocations impacting PK12 Education in the bill. The UEN monitored this bill, although clearly supported and opposed some
specific items in the bill as it moved through the chambers. Significant issues of interest to schools
include:
•

Literacy Tracking Tools: Provides a $2.0 million increase to Department of Education (DE)
General Administration as well as specific policy language directing the DE to administer and
distribute, free to school districts, an early warning assessment system to screen and
monitor PK-6 student literacy skills. DE rules (Chapter 62), first in effect in March of 2014,
mandate district use of a screening and tracking tool that meets standards approved by the
DE. This appropriation was originally included in the Iowa Reading Research Center
appropriation request. The UEN supported funding for the screening and tracking tools as
long as a mandate to use such tools was included in DE rules and Iowa Code.

•

Iowa Core: Eliminates the $1.0 million appropriation to the DE to support Iowa Core
implementation but increased AEA’s appropriation by $1.0 million (this appropriation is in
addition to another $1.0 million to AEA’s for their support for Teacher Leadership grant
recipient districts). There is no language directing expenditure of the $1.0 million added to
the AEAs.
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•

Iowa Reading Research Center: Appropriates a total of $1.0 million for FY 2015, which is a
decrease of $331,000 compared to FY 2014. The bill requires the Center to collaborate with
the AEAs and allows the Center to retain unencumbered or unobligated funds at the close of
the fiscal year that would otherwise revert to the State General Fund until July 1, 2016. The
bill requires the Center to annually, by January 15 of each year, submit a detailed annual
financial report, a description of the center’s activities for the prior fiscal year, and a
statement of its proposed and projected activities.

•

Other Significant Appropriation Increases: The following are presented as net increases
compared to FY 2014 and if they represent a new appropriation, it is noted.
o

$50 million for the first year of implementation of Teacher Leadership and
Compensation System grants (new appropriation). A table at the conclusion of this
section of the Digest details specific allocations required to be made from the total
Teacher Quality/Student Achievement appropriation of $ 56,791,351.

o

$1.5 million for the Iowa Online Learning Initiative (new appropriation).

o

$1.3 million for the new Teach Iowa Scholars Program administered by the College
Student Aid Commission (new appropriation).

o

$1 million for a new Administrator Mentoring/Coaching Support System, to provide
mentoring for beginning administrators and to develop and implement a coaching and
support system for administrators in school districts approved to implement teacher
leader and compensation framework. The bill requires the coaching first target
administrators participating in the TLC grant, but beginning July 1, 2017 and beyond,
requires the coaching to be available to any school district whether or not the school
district has been approved to participate in the TLC grant (new appropriation).

o

$1.0 million to DE for an AEA Support System to provide support to school districts
implementing teacher career paths, leadership roles and a compensation framework
(new appropriation).

o

$1.0 million to DE for AEAs, but no specific purpose is articulate in the bill (new
appropriation).

o

$992,913 for Regional Telecommunication Councils (although this is an increase in the
education appropriations bill, it’s level funding for the RTCs which were funded for the
FY 2013 and FY 2014 fiscal years in the Administration and Regulation Budget).

o

$500,000 for English-Language Literacy for All Grant Program, (ELL Pilots) including a
priority for the grants to be granted to school districts with the highest percentage of
student identified as Limited English Proficient, school districts that have large numbers
of students determined to be Limited English Proficient, or to school districts that have a
diversity of languages of origin spoken by students determined to be Limited English
Proficient (new appropriation). The UEN supported the ELL Task Force
Recommendations, which would go much further than this small start to addressing the
needs of non-English speaking students. Access the ELL Task Force Final Report here:
https://www.educateiowa.gov/documents/boards-committees-councils-and-taskforces/2013/11/english-language-learner-task-force
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•

o

$500,000 to the DE for Attendance Center Performance / General Web Site and Data
System Support. Requires DE to develop criteria and a process to administer data
collection and evaluation. Requires school districts to establish specific performance
goals. Requires DE to evaluate the performance of each attendance center operated by
the school district in order to arrive at an overall school performance grade and report
card for each attendance center as required in HF 215 Education Reform 2013 Session
(new appropriation).

o

$200,000 for expanded Early Head Start projects.

o

$50,000 for Nonpublic School Textbooks.

o

$30,000 for Jobs for America’s Graduates (JAG) program.

o

$50,000 to the DE for Task Force, Commission and Council Support for the costs of
providing DE support to the education reform task forces, commissions and councils
authorized in HF 215 Education Reform enacted in the 2013 Session.

Other significant appropriations maintained at the FY 2014 level:
o $8.0 million to the DE for distribution to school districts for implementation of the
Successful Progression for Early Readers requirements (early literacy supports enacted
in Iowa Code 279.68, subsection 2, included in SF 2284, Education Reform, 2012).
o

$5.2 million to UNI for continuation of the STEM Collaborative included in SF 2284
Education Reform enacted in the 2012 Session, for purposes of the science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics collaborative initiative established in Iowa Code 268.7.

o

$425,000 for Competency Based Instruction pilot projects, including writing model
competencies, plans and templates, developing the assessment validation rubric and
model assessments, and designing PD in accordance with Task Force recommendations.

o

$2,176,797 for School Food Service to provide required state matching funds.

o

All Early Childhood Iowa (ECI) programs (General Aid for the Early Childhood Iowa Fund
$5,386,113, ECI Preschool Tuition Assistance $5,428,877, ECI Family Support and Parent
Education $12,364,434, and ECI Birth to Age Three Services $1,721,400).

o

$481,849 to University of Iowa to continue the Iowa Online AP Academy STEM Initiative.

Studies and Intent/Policy Requirements
•

DE Anti-bullying Report: The bill requires the DE to submit a report detailing anti-bullying
programming and current and projected expenditures for FY 2015 by January 15, 2015.

•

DE Assessment: The bill requires the DE to administer and distribute to school districts and
accredited nonpublic schools, at no cost to the school districts, an early warning assessment
system that allows teachers to screen and monitor student literacy skills from PK – 6th grade (the
DE anticipates that the appropriation of $2.0 million will combine with federal and other funds
to provide the FAST screening and progress monitoring tools as detailed above).

•

UNI Math and Science Collaborative: Specifies uses for the funds and requires the funds
support salaries, staffing, institutional support, activities directly related to recruitment of K-12
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math and science teachers, and for ongoing math and science programming for K-12 students.
The bill requires UNI to work with community colleges to develop STEM PD for community
college instructors and STEM curriculum development. The bill requires not less than $500,000
be used to provide technology education opportunities to high school, career academy and
community college students through a public-private partnership charged with providing
opportunities for students/faculties to secure broad-based information technology certification.
•

Settlement Agreements: Prohibits the entities funded in HF 604 Education Appropriations, FY
2014, including the College Student Aid Commission, the DE, the Iowa Board of Regents, and the
Board of Educational Examiners, from paying a personnel settlement that includes a
confidentiality provision intended to prevent public disclosure of the agreement or terms.

•

ELL Standards: Requires the State Board of Education to adopt rules to establish standards for
the identification, selection and use of research-based education and instructional models for
English-language Learner (ELL) students and standards for the PD of the instructional staff
responsible for implementation of those models.

•

AEA Background Checks: Requires the AEAs to conduct background checks and rechecks as
required for schools. The bill states that Iowa Code Section 279.69 applies to AEAs including
part-time, substitute or contract employees of the AEA who provide services to a school district.

•

ELL Weighting: The bill did not change the existing 0.22 weighting or eligibility period, but
specifies that the 5-year eligibility period is cumulative years of service, rather than 5 years from
the initial date of enrollment in the ELL program as currently calculated.

•

TLC supplement to follow Open Enrolled: Requires the district of residence to pay to the per
pupil supplement to the receiving district if the pupil is open enrolled under section 282.18 and
both the sending and receiving districts are participating in the TLC grant.

•

DE Support for TLC: The bill requires the DE develop a delivery system in collaboration with
AEAs to assist in implementing the Teacher Leadership and Compensation System (TLC) roles
defined in HF 215, Education Reform, enacted in the 2013 Session.

Student Achievement Teacher
Quality Allocations
Teacher Leadership and
Compensation Grants
National Board Certification
Ambassador to Education
Mentoring and Induction
Career Dev/Evaluator Training
Teacher Development
Academies
High-needs Schools Provision*
Delays $10 million allocation
from SA/TQ until the school
year beginning July 1, 2015
Total

FY 2013

FY 2014

500,000
85,000
2,463,590
600,000

$

FY 2015

Difference

846,250
85,000
3,537,875
786,816

$ 50,000,000
846,250
85,000
4,021,875
786,816

$ 50,000,000
0
0
484,000
0

1,136,410

1,136,410

1,136,410

0

0
$ 4,785,000

0
$ 6,307,351

0
$ 56,791,351

0
$50,484,000

$
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Education Appropriations Tracking SF 2347
The following table tracks appropriations included in SF 2347, Education Appropriations, with
comparison columns of the current year, department request, Governor’s recommendation, and final
legislative action. Line-items highlighted below indicate funds appropriated for the purposes of
implementing an element of the Education Reform efforts undertaken in the prior two Sessions.
Estimated
FY 2014
$ 392,452
0
6,304,047
598,197
2,630,134
2,176,797
5,386,113
5,428,877
12,364,434
1,721,400
600,214
1,000,000
6,307,351
670,000

Dept Request
FY 2015
$ 392,452
0
7,692,747
598,197
2,630,134
2,176,797
5,386,113
5,428,877
12,364,434
1,721,400
600,214
2,000,000
6,800,000
670,000

Gov Rec
FY 2015
$ 392,452
2,300,000
6,304,047
598,197
2,630,134
2,176,797
5,386,113
5,428,877
12,364,434
1,721,400
600,214
1,000,000
6,307,351
670,000

SF 2347
Final Action
$ 392,452
1,300,000
8,304,047
598,197
2,630,134
2,176,797
5,386,113
5,428,877
12,364,434
1,721,400
650,214
0
56,791,351
700,000

Final Action
vs. FY14
$ 392,452
1,300,000
2,000,000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50,000
-1,000,000
50,484,000
30,000

Education Reform

6,840,000

72,000,000

57,100,000

0

-6,840,000

Iowa Reading Research Center
Midwestern Higher Education Compact
Early Head Start Projects
Successful Progression for Early Readers
Competency-Based Education
Iowa Learning Online Initiative
Regional Telecommunications Councils
Bullying Prevention
Administrator Mentoring
English Language Learner Pilots
TeachIowa Job Board/Licensure System
Attendance Center/Data Systems
Council and Task Force Support
AEA Support System Teacher Leadership
Area Education Agencies
UI - IA Online Advanced Placement Acad.
UNI - Math and Science Collaborative
ISD/IBS - Licensed Classroom Teachers

1,331,000
100,000
400,000
8,000,000
425,000
0
0
0

2,000,000
100,000
400,000
18,200,000
425,000
1,500,000
992,913
0

3,931,000
100,000
400,000
8,000,000
425,000
0
992,913
25,000
0
0
0
0
0
0

481,849
5,200,000
82,049

497,268
5,200,000
85,331

481,849
5,200,000
82,049

1,000,000
100,000
600,000
8,000,000
425,000
1,500,000
992,913
0
1,000,000
500,000
250,000
500,000
50,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
481,849
5,200,000
82,049

-331,000
0
200,000
0
0
1,500,000
992,913
0
1,000,000
500,000
250,000
500,000
50,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
0
0
0

Teacher Shortage Loan Forgiveness
Teach Iowa Scholars*
DE Administration
Vocational Education Administration
Vocational Education Secondary
Food Service
ECI (Early Childhood Iowa) General Aid
ECI Preschool Tuition Assistance
ECI Family Support and Parent Ed
Special Ed. Services Birth to 3
Nonpublic Textbook Services
Iowa Core
Student Achievement/Teacher Quality
Jobs For America's Grads

*Those titles highlighted and in bold font include programs or support for education reform initiatives included in
education reform legislation enacted during the 2013 and 2014 Legislative Sessions. The DE Request and
Governor’s recommendation included funding under Education Reform for Iowa Learning Online, support for
ongoing Councils and Task Forces, Extended Learning Time Pilots, English-Language Learner Pilot Projects, Principal
Academy and Administrative Mentoring Program, TeachIowa Job Board and Licensure System, and an Attendance
Center Performance Indicator System but did not include $10 million for High Needs Schools in FY 2015.
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Other Appropriations Bills Impacting Schools
HF 2463 Health and Human Services Appropriations: This bill creates a new Healthiest Children
Initiative. The bill requires the DHS to create a task force to develop an implementation plan supporting
the goal of Iowa children becoming the healthiest children in the nation by January 1, 2020. The
implementation plan, including findings, recommendations, performance benchmarks, data collection
provisions and others, is due December 15, 2014. The task force is directed to work in the following
focus areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical health,
Dental health
Emotional well-being
Behavioral health
Mental health and wellness
Food security and appropriate nutrition
Safe and quality childcare
Safe and stable housing, neighborhoods
and home environments

•
•
•
•
•
•

Promotion of healthy, active lifestyles
by addressing adverse childhood events
Reducing exposure to environmental
toxins
Decreasing exposure to violence
Advancing tobacco-free and drug
abuse-free living
Increasing immunization rates
Improving family well-being

The Governor vetoed this section in its entirety. His veto message stated:
“I am unable to approve the item designated as Division XIX, in its entirety. This duplicates the
work of the Healthiest State Initiative by creating the Healthiest Children Initiative. My
administration’s goal is to make Iowa the Healthiest State by 2016. The Healthiest State
Initiative is privately led and publicly endorsed and encourages all Iowans to improve their
overall health and well-being. Making Iowa the healthiest state in the nation is not only critical
to the economic viability of our state, but also critical to the quality of life for all Iowans. Iowans
have made great strides in improving their health and continue to work toward my goal of
becoming the healthiest state in the nation by 2016. The Healthiest State Initiative has and will
continue to assist Iowans, including children, in learning about and applying proven methods to
live longer, happier, and healthier lives. There is no need to duplicate programs or grow
bureaucracy when a private sector led initiative is working.”
HF 2473 Standings Appropriations: This bill makes adjustments to appropriations that otherwise stand
without legislative action, with a total standing appropriation amount of $3.3 billion, of which $2.9
billion is state supplemental school aid. The bill continues the appropriation of $12,606,196 for Child
Development Block Grants (no change from FY 2014 level). The bill continues the $15 million reduction
to the AEAs below the amount the school aid formula would otherwise generate and requires the
reduction be prorated based on the reduction each AEA received in Fiscal Year 2013-14. The LSA’s
NOBA DETAIL states: “In addition to the $15,000,000 State aid reduction for FY 2015, the AEAs have an
annual statutory reduction of $7,500,000. The State aid reduction to the AEAs will total $22,500,000 for
FY 2015.” The bill also appropriates $8.6 million for nonpublic school transportation. The LSA’s NOBA
NOTE states: “Funding for nonpublic school transportation is not impacted by this Bill. The language is
simply repeated here as a function of amending legislation from the 2013 Legislative Session.” The bill
makes no reductions to the various property tax credits, so allows full standing appropriations for the Ag
Land Tax Credit ($39.1 million), the Homestead Tax Credit ($135 million), the Elderly and Disabled tax
Credit ($26 million), the Commercial and Industrial Tax Credit ($70.5 million) and the Business Property
Tax Credit ($50 million).
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SF 2363 One-time Bonding/Savings: Appropriates $79.8 million in FY 2014 supplemental appropriations,
of which $1.0 million is to reimburse school districts for radon-testing. The UEN supported advancing
the funding for school districts with good TLC application rubric scores and lobbied for funding to be
included in this bill for those districts with scores above the average. See the position paper and rubric
scores in the information section of this Digest for more information. The Governor vetoed the entire
bill, stating in his veto message:
“Senate File 2363 attempts to use one-time dollars to pay for special projects and pay down
bonds. In total, it contains nearly $140 million dollars in one-time spending. Currently, the State
of Iowa has a healthy ending balance. However, the most recent state revenue projection, which
occurred since the legislature adjourned, shows significant decline in projected revenues. This
information was not available to the legislature during the time this legislation was approved.
With this new information, it is very important we continue to be prudent with taxpayer dollars.
In 2013, the legislature and I made multi-year commitments with the $4.4 billion property tax
cut and education reform that included investing in our teachers and students. These were
historic commitments to the people of Iowa and commitments we must keep to Iowa taxpayers,
schools and local governments. Signing this spending bill could jeopardize our ability to fund
those commitments in the future.”

Policy Bills Impacting PK-12 Education
HF 2109 Alternative Nicotine Products: This bill adds alternative nicotine products and vapor products
to the list of tobacco products regulated by Iowa law. The bill defines the terms and prohibits sale or
distribution to children and prohibits distribution of samples within 500 feet of a school. Please note:
Although the bill does not require school districts to include such alternative products in their tobaccofree school environment policies, boards might consider such an addition to policy. UEN registered as
undecided on this bill.
HF 2170 Instructional Time: This bill allows nonpublic schools to have a waiver to start school prior to
the first Monday in the week in which Sept. 1 occurs. The waiver opportunity was inadvertently omitted
for nonpublic schools in the 2013 Education Reform bill, HF 215. HF 215 also inadvertently deleted the
ability of public schools to have a day that was less than 6 hours under the 180-day calendar option. The
bill reinstates the previous language allowing one day less than 6 hours under certain circumstances
(emergency delay or early release due to weather or other emergency condition) or a day under 6 hours
if five consecutive days including that day meet or exceed 30 hours (professional development or parent
teacher conferences.) Please note: A Public Hearing is now required for both the annual approval of
the proposed calendar and any change from 180 days of instruction to 1,080 hours of instruction.
Minutes from the board meeting during which the public hearing occurs should reflect holding the
public hearing and the calendar or instructional days/hours consideration. Reporting to the DE takes
place during the Spring BEDS data submission. UEN registered in favor of this bill.
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HF 2172 PERB E-filing: This bill provides for the use of an electronic filing and notice system by the
public employment relations board. The bill requires PERB to establish an electronic filing system by
rule, allowing the board to notwithstand (disregard) provisions requiring filing via mail. UEN registered
in favor of this bill.
HF 2271 Shared Operational Functions: This bill replaces last year’s effort at establishing supplementary
weighting for shared operational functions of school districts and area education agencies with new
supplementary weightings, effective March 26, 2014 upon the Governor’s signature. The bill rewrites
the requirements for weightings due to shared operational functions. Eligible Positions: the new law
would allow the sharing of a curriculum director or school counselor and also the management
functions of superintendent, business, human resources, transportation or operations and maintenance,
for at least 20% of the school year (the bill eliminates the potential of receiving weighting for sharing a
librarian, school nurse or school administration manager). Calculation of the weighting: the weighting
is calculated as an equivalent number of students; 8 pupils for shared superintendent, 3 pupils for
curriculum or school counselor, and all other eligible positions at 5 pupils. The bill limits the maximum
total shared weighting for all positions to no more than 21 students, or a maximum of $133,686 (FY
2015 Cost per Pupil of $6,366 X 21 = $133,686). Other details: the shared position doesn’t have to
provide the same duties to both school districts sharing. The weighting applies to both preexisting and
new agreements and is available for the budget year beginning July 1, 2014 through the budget year July
1, 2019. The bill requires the DE to pass rules to set criteria for determining qualification to share
through consideration of increased student opportunities (as it removes last year’s requirement to
quantify long term savings). AEAs too: the bill also sets the range of sharing revenues for AEAs to a
minimum of $30,000 and a maximum of $200,000. UEN registered in favor of this bill, knowing that the
alternative was to have no sharing incentives at all, but expressed our concern that the limitations on
districts who had received greater funding in prior years were disappointing.
HF 2388 Foster Care Transition: This bill encourages Iowa AEA’s to employ a child welfare liaison to
support continuity of learning for students in foster care or adjudicated under the juvenile justice law
and requires school districts to work with the AEA liaison if there is one (though it does not mandate the
AEA’s have a liaison). It also requires districts to develop a program of continuity of education to ease
the transition for the student. Through this bill, the school district is required to develop procedures for
awarding credit for coursework completed in another school district and provide intensive services and
supports for students affected by foster care transition who are not proficient in elementary school. It
also requires districts to establish practices that encourage access to extracurricular programs, summer
programs and credit transfer services for these students. The districts are also required to establish
procedures to lessen the impact of the enrollment transfer on the students, enter into a memorandum
of understanding with the DHS regarding exchange of information appropriate to facilitate the
enrollment of the student, and, to provide other assistance as identified by the AEA child welfare liaison,
if there is one. UEN registered as undecided on this bill.
HF 2389 Code of Conduct: This bill requires the BOEE to include in the educators’ code of conduct a
prohibition of sexual or romantic relationship between a licensed staff member and a student they
taught, supervised, or coached for at least 90 days after the student graduates or leaves the school. The
bill echoes rules that the BOEE put into place that would have moved forward anyway unless the
legislature passed a resolution nullifying the proposed rules, although the original draft of BOEE
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proposed rules requested a 180-day waiting period (rules revision shortened the window to 90 days.)
UEN registered in support of this bill.
HF 2474 Coach/Student Relationship Criminal Conduct: This bill expands the criminal offense for sexual
exploitation to include persons issued a school coaching authorization in response to Nicoletto Supreme
Court Decision. In Nicoletto, the Supreme Court overturned a guilty verdict of an Iowa coach who had a
relationship with a 16-year-old student, for which he was sentenced to 5 years. Upon appeal, the court
stated that Iowa Code 709.15(1)(f) didn’t apply to him because he wasn’t a “professional practitioner” as
defined in Iowa Code 272.1. This bill specifically includes coaches in the criminal code section. UEN
registered in favor of this bill. Access the Nicoletto decision found here:
http://www.iowacourts.gov/About_the_Courts/Supreme_Court/Supreme_Court_Opinions/Recent_Opi
nions/20140411/12-1862.pdf
SF 220 Early Retirement from Management Fund: This bill relates to retirement incentive programs
offered by school districts, was effective 4-3-14 and retroactive to early retirement incentive programs
in place on or after July 1, 2013. This bill addresses early retirement and the Management Fund, which
currently pays for the costs of retirement incentives for employees participating in the program who are
at least 55 years old but not more than 65. Without the legislative approval to use the Management
Fund, the benefits for any teachers or administrators participating in an early retirement program must
be paid out of the school general fund. This bill allows the Management Fund to cover the costs of
retirees over age 65 that elect to participate in the program and is retroactive to early retirement
programs in existence on or after July 1, 2013. Please Note: A court ruling prohibited school districts
from setting an upper age limit on participants. Find the ruling, Jankovitz v. Des Moines. Independent
School District, No. 04-3401 (8th Cir. 2005.), here. This bill implements state funding policy consistent
with the Jankovitz court ruling. UEN registered in favor of this bill.
SF 366 Radon Reporting: This bill requires the DE to send information to public and nonpublic schools
about dangers of radon, and requires districts and nonpublic schools to report to the DE by year end if
the district has a plan to test and mitigate radon in place or if they don’t have such a plan, whether they
intend to implement one. The DE is required to report to the General Assembly by January 1, 2015, on
status of schools actions reported. A fiscal note was written on the bill which details the costs of testing
and mitigation, if districts were to undertake mitigation. UEN registered undecided on this bill.
SF 2056 Whole Grade Sharing and Reorganization Incentives: This bill extends whole grade
sharing/reorganization incentives to 2019, for up to three years for the whole grade sharing period and
then another three years following reorganization. The fiscal impact is estimated at $1.6 million for FY
2015. The bill also strikes Iowa Code section 257.11, subsection 5, Code 2014, which effectively
duplicates another code section 257.11(2) (d), which provided regional academy supplementary
weighting. UEN registered as undecided on this bill.
SF 2228 School Special Drivers’ License and Sharing: This bill allows a person with a special minor's
license to drive to a school for the purpose of participating in extracurricular activities conducted under
a sharing agreement with the student's school of enrollment. UEN registered as undecided on this bill.
SF 2230 DE Code Corrections: This bill specifies data reporting requirements for the DE related to core
academic indicators and changes references to modified allowable growth to “modified supplemental
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amount.” It also replaces a reference to a now nonexistent organization (north central association of
colleges and schools) with a reference to a higher learning commission, allows for a reorganization
petition to include a vote on a revenue purpose statement for sales tax revenue to be voted on at the
reorganization election, reinstates the state board of education’s authority to adopt rules to administer
teacher mentoring and induction, and changes publication requirements from two publications to just
one for disposal of property that has a resale value of less than $5,000. The bill also requires proceeds
from sales of funds be deposited into the fund from which the property was originally purchased and
provides for sale or disposition of real property to be deposited into the PPEL if the original fund of
purchase is unknown and proceeds from sale of any property other than real property into the general
fund. This bill further requires that proceeds from sale of student constructed-structures reimburse the
program, unless the board discontinues the program, at which time funds would go to the general fund.
UEN registered in favor of this bill.
SF 2310 Underage Alcohol Possession/Consumption: This bill prohibits a property owner or lessee from
knowingly allowing a person under the age of 18 to possess or consume an alcoholic beverage on their
property. Persons under the age of 18 may consume alcohol in a private home with a parent present
and with the parent’s consent or if administered by a physician or dentist. Violations are misdemeanors
subject to fines, and driving privileges of minors may be suspended for the third offense. A fiscal note
estimates there are approximately 5,000 underage alcohol convictions per year and about 3.0% of the
convictions involve supplying alcohol to an underage person under current law; the fiscal note
estimates an unknown increase in the number of convictions due to this law. UEN did not lobby this bill.
See the fiscal note here. https://www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/FiscalNotes/85_5618SVv1_FN.pdf
SF 2319 Dyslexia and Early Literacy: This bill relates to improving student literacy skills, including
addressing dyslexia, and providing teacher assistance to better understand and address these concerns.
The bill requires the Reading Research Center to work with the DE and AEAs to provide no cost
professional development to early elementary teachers so they can improve skills of all students in
reading, conditional on an appropriation in the budget. Since there is not a direct appropriation
specifically dedicated to this provision, await DE guidance on which appropriations were meant to fund
PD for early elementary teachers at no cost. The bill requires districts to provide assistance to students
including but not limited to strategies that formally address dyslexia, when appropriate. The bill defines
dyslexia as a specific and significant impairment in the development of reading, including but not limited
to phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension not solely accounted for by
intellectual disability, sensory disability or impairment, or lack of appropriate instruction. A fiscal note
details the costs of the bill including development and delivery of training. The fiscal note assumes
5,802 teachers in each of two grades levels will receive professional development lasting five days in
each of the next two years, with a total cost to the state of $2.8 million. The fiscal note also estimates
that school districts will pay for the cost of substitute teachers to replace the teachers participating in
the 5 days of training, estimated to cost school district $3.2 million statewide for FY 2015 and FY 2016.
UEN registered as undecided on this bill.
SF 2337 Child and Dependent Care Credit: This bill changes the existing Iowa Child and Dependent Care
Tax Credit by modifying the requirement that the Iowa credit be calculated as a function of the federal
tax credit. Under the federal calculation, the tax credit can be limited by a lack of federal tax liability for
the taxpayer. This change will allow the taxpayer to benefit from the full Iowa tax credit even in
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instances where they were not allowed the full calculated federal credit due to insufficient federal tax
liability. Effective January 1, 2015. This change to the Child and Dependent Care Tax Credit is projected
to reduce annual net General Fund revenue by $2.6 million beginning in FY 2016. UEN did not lobby this
bill.
SF 2339 Tax Credits for Abandoned School Buildings: This bill allows the buyer of an abandoned school,
city or county building to apply for redevelopment tax credits and requires the Iowa Economic
Development Authority to determine criteria and an annual application process. The tax credit
certificate redevelopment program is repealed June 30, 2021. UEN did not lobby this bill.

Near Misses and Pending Issues:
Bills Receiving Some Action But Not to the Governor
Per Pupil Funding for FY 2015-16. This action is required to be enacted in the year prior to the
budget year, within 30 days of the release of the Governor’s budget. Iowa Code Section 257.8
subsection 1 addresses the state percent of growth. Subsection 2 states the same requirement
regarding categorical supplements. The subsection text is highlighted here with bills addressing
school funding detailed below:
257.8 State percent of growth — supplemental state aid.
1. State percent of growth. The state percent of growth for the budget year beginning July 1,
2012, is two percent. The state percent of growth for the budget year beginning July 1, 2013, is
two percent. The state percent of growth for the budget year beginning July 1, 2014, is four
percent. The state percent of growth for each subsequent budget year shall be established by
statute which shall be enacted within thirty days of the submission in the year preceding the
base year of the Governor’s budget under section 8.21. The establishment of the state percent
of growth for a budget year shall be the only subject matter of the bill which enacts the state
percent of growth for a budget year.
•

SF 2079: Sets 6% increase to the state cost per pupil (formerly known as allowable growth) for FY
2016, passed on partisan vote all Senate Democrats in favor and all Senate Republicans opposed.
The bill received no attention in the House Education Committee. SF 2077: Sets 6% growth for
categorical supplements (PD, TSS and early intervention/class size) for FY 2016, same status as
above. UEN registered in support of these bills.

•

SF 2078: Property Tax Replacement Payments: The bill makes permanent the state’s replacement
of the property tax impact of allowable growth/state supplemental assistance, passed unanimously
in the Senate (49-0). The bill received no attention in the House Education Committee. UEN
registered as undecided on this bill.

•

HF 2194: Procedure Change for Setting Cost Per Pupil: This bill, as originally approved in the House,
would set the state cost per pupil for two years at a time, in the odd numbered year (for example, in
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2015 Session, the cost per pupil would be set for the years beginning July 1, 2015 and July 1, 2016).
The Senate Education Committee recommended an overhaul amendment S-5059 to replace the
language in this bill by instead setting a 6% increase in the state cost per pupil for the 2015-16
school year. This bill remained on the Senate Calendar with amendment recommended. A fiscal
note was filed on HF 2194 as amended with 6% increase in the state cost per pupil, showing a total
cost to the state estimated to be $175.4 million in FY 2016. See the fiscal note here. UEN registered
as opposed to this bill.
Other significant bills that received consideration but did not ultimately pass:
•

Anti-Bullying and Anti-Harassment SF 2318: Between the Governor’s bill and the Senate and
House versions, there were many differences including whether a new division of the DE should
be created to oversee a grant program to improve culture and climate or the range of
investment in training from $25,000 to $1,000,000. The fiscal note written to the House
amendment S-5187 of the SF 2318 describes the last iteration of the discussion. The major
areas of policy addressed in various versions of the bill reflecting some commonality but by no
means, consensus, include:
Definition of anti-bullying and anti-harassment that included an element of social media
or electronic bullying
o Training support for school employees
o Reporting requirements to notify parents of victims and of students alleged to have
engaged in bullying or harassing behavior unless the safety of the student was at risk
o Including completion of anti-bullying/anti-harassment training for teacher and
administrator license renewal
o Authority for schools to investigate allegations of bullying occurring off school grounds if
that bullying creates an objectively hostile school environment
o Allowing a pupil open enrolling into a district following a founded incident of
harassment or bullying confirmed by the district residence
UEN registered in support of these bills. To see a Side-by-Side Comparison of Anti-Bullying
Proposals authored by the Republican House Caucus Staff, click here for the report.
o

•

At-Risk Student Weighting SF 2226: This bill establishes a low-income program supplement for
school districts to provide programs serving low-income pupils. The bill set an additional
weighting of 0.04 multiplied by the number of low-income students paid entirely by state aid
without a property tax component. The 0.4 weighting multiplied by the FY 2015 cost per pupil of
$6,366 is $2,546 additional dollars to support the needs of each free and reduced lunch eligible
student in the district. The bill required the funds to be used to develop or maintain programs
for low-income pupils, including but not limited to before and after school education programs,
summer education programs, individual instructional assistance programs, tutoring and
mentoring programs, programs to reduce or waive student fees required as part of the school
district’s education program, or other programs or assistance approved by the DE. The bill was
approved in the Senate but experienced no action in the House Education Committee. The
Fiscal Note estimated a cost to the state of $49.8 million beginning in FY 2016. UEN registered in
favor of this bill.
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Funding programs to meet the needs of students at-risk of not succeeding in school is a priority
issue for many school leaders. Two of the Education Coalition Funding Facts of the Week,
included in links in the additional information section of this Digest, specifically addressed
Iowa’s relatively low investment in
the education of students from
families with low income compared
to the growth in this population in
the state and compared to the rest of
the nation.
This table from the Fiscal Note
illustrates the growth of students
eligible for Free and Reduced Lunch,
both in percentage and numerical
terms:

UEN districts experience a greater incidence of poverty than the state average. The following
chart shows the percentage eligible for free and reduced lunch in UEN member districts, with an
average of the group at 46.36% in FY 2014 as reported in the Fall Certified Enrollment to the DE:
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•

Preschool flexibility HF 2390 and Preschool Expansion SF 2268: Both bills included flexibility
language for 10% administrative cost and an expanded definition of expenses to include rent,
outreach, and transportation in earlier versions of standings appropriations bill. The House
reinstated a 95% pass through to community providers which did not allow public school
preschools to access 10% administration funds. This action would set up an inequitable funding
system for public preschools. The Senate Preschool Expansion bill created financial incentives to
expand preschool access for four-year-olds in addition to the flexibility language. Preschool
opportunities for three and four-year old students remains a priority for many school leaders
and advocacy groups. UEN registered in favor of both of these bills.

•

Other bills not enacted:
o

HF 2472 Broadband Access: The bill creating tax incentives to expand internet access
for rural Iowa proved the example of the rare instance where a bill dies for lack of votes
during debate on the floor of the House. Issues of ICN access and property and income
tax incentives were unresolved. UEN registered as undecided on this bill.

o

SF 2129 Student Philanthropy Account: The bill authorizes the establishment of a
philanthropy account within an agency fund established by a school corporation. The bill
was approved in the Senate but did not move out of the House Education Committee.
UEN registered as undecided on this bill.

o

SF 2286 Fine Arts Standards: The bill created a Fine Arts standards task force required
to recommend inclusion of fine arts standards in academic standards, specified
membership of the task force, and required a report due January 15, 2015. The bill was
approved in the Senate but did not move out of the House Education Committee. UEN
registered as undecided on this bill.

o

HF 2180 Transitional Coaching: The bill created a process regulated by the BOEE for a
transitional coaching license for one year for an individual at least 18 years of age who
has not completed coursework required for a couching authorization but has an offer
from a school or consortium of schools to coach. The bill was approved in the House but
did not move out of the Senate Education Committee. UEN registered as undecided on
this bill.
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Education Coalition Funding Fact of the Week
The following publication is the final 2014 Session issue of the Our Children, Our Future
Education Coalition, dated April 24, 2014. The coalition is a joint effort of the Iowa Association
of School Boards, School Administrators of Iowa, Iowa Areas Education Agencies, Iowa State
Education Association, and Urban Education Network. This final edition includes links to every
weekly call for adequate and timely funding for Iowa schools that was shared with school
advocates, Iowa legislators and the Governor’s office during the 2014 Legislative Session.
The in depth analysis in each issue provides relevant Iowa Code references, fiscal analysis,
explanations of funding related to student needs, and Iowa’s relative position in the nation,
both economically and in terms of an investment in education. School leaders and advocates
are encouraged to access the earlier publications from the links provided and inform the public,
stakeholders, staff and legislative candidates about the rationale for adequate and timely
funding to support the education of Iowa students. District specific details can be added and
information shared with media. The Legislature and Governor should determine the 2015-16
cost per pupil very early in the 2015 Session. Advocacy work done prior to the Session will help
make a strong case for quick action at a sufficient level.

Copyright © 2014

The April 24, 2014 edition follows and can be accessed electronically here and includes links to
all prior editions:
http://us5.campaign-archive1.com/?u=e0acb6236d9a5dbd136a38ef4&id=948ddcee87&e=2570288da8
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Apr. 24, 2014

Education Funding Fact of the Week:
Legislature Should (Have) Set the 2015-16 Cost per
Pupil Before 2014 Adjournment
The legislature and the Governor should establish the cost per pupil according to the law, within 30
days of the release of the Governor’s budget in the year prior to the budget year, to give school
districts adequate time to thought fully plan and focus on school improvement. Here’s what Iowa law
says about the deadline: Iowa Code257.8 (1) State percent of growth — supplemental state aid.
The state percent of growth for each subsequent budget year shall be established by statute which
shall be enacted within thirty days of the submission in the year preceding the base year of the
Governor’s budget under section 8.21.
During the 2014 legislative session, the Iowa Education Coalition has shared the following
details through the weekly funding fact. Each alone is important, but when combined, these
facts accumulate a substantial case for this legislature and the Governor to set the cost per
pupil before adjourning the 2014 Legislative Session:
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•

Jan. 6: Iowa Expenditures per Pupil Lag the Nation - showing Iowa’s meager 37th in the
nation ranking, with Iowa total expenditures per student at $1,514 below the national
average.
Jan. 13: Student Need Increasing While Funding Lags: The Poverty Example – while the
percentage of students in poverty now exceeds 40% based on free and reduced lunch
participation and has doubled in the last ten years, Iowa’s funding for low-income students,
at less than 9% of the state cost per student, is well below the national average of 29%
additional funding.
Jan. 20: Special Education Deficits – growth in the shortfall of special education resources to
cover services for special education is staggering, closing in on $70 million. An LSA Issue
Review states: “An allowable growth rate of 0.0% in FY 2012 impacted FY 2012 balances
negatively." This means low supplemental state aid (formerly allowable growth)
impacts property taxes negatively as well since special education deficits are paid by
property taxes.
Jan. 27: Growth in English-Language Learner Students Not Supported by Iowa Funding
Levels: highlights the findings of the Iowa ELL Task Force, which show Iowa’s meager
weighting of 0.22 falls well short of the national average of a 39% weighting for programs for
ELL students.
Feb. 3: Iowa’s Per Pupil Expenditures - compared NCES and NEA data on per pupil
expenditures, with both showing a significant downward trend compared to the rest of the
nation.
Feb. 10: Timing/Affordability of Adequate Education Funding and NAEP Rankings–
compared Iowa’s relatively low cost of living (ranking 15-16 in the nation) and a strong
upward trend in per capita personal income, above USA average since 2011, as indicators
that Iowans can afford to invest in education. This issue also showed Iowa’s NAEP rankings
for reading and mathematics, with other state’s students making gains as Iowa’s relative
funding level has slipped.
Feb. 17: Across-the-Board History and Rationale for Timely School Funding Decision –
provided a history of ATB cuts, the rational for prioritizing school funding. The Cedar Rapids
Gazette editorial Lawmakers should follow laws, Feb. 6, 2014, says it best. “The not quite
20-year-old state law directs the Legislature to set state per-pupil funding two years in
advance, and within 30 days of receiving a Governor’s budget. The goals are pretty simple.
Make school funding a top priority, give school districts ample time to plan ahead and make it
less likely that critical school bucks will get tangled up in all the budgetary horse-trading that
happens late in a session.”
Feb. 24: Education as a Percent of the State Budget: A Measure of Priority - referenced The
National Association of State Budget Officers (NASBO) annual State Expenditure Report.
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Report. They report Iowa 2012 State Spending by Function, as a Percent of Total State
Expenditures, was 16.8% of total state spending, well below the national average of 20.0%.
Mar. 3: It’s All About the Timing – reported the bargaining and budget deadlines that schools
must follow, even if the legislature doesn’t follow the law to set the cost per pupil within 30
days of the Governor’s budget. The result is lots of scenario planning and unnecessary
reductions that harm staff morale and student program opportunities.
Mar. 10: Ending Balances and Revenues – shared the extent of state cash reserve and
economic emergency funds, currently full to statutory maximum, and ending balance
surpluses sufficient to pay for a reasonable 6 percent increase in the cost per pupil. Also
provided several other indicators of economic growth and stability to show Iowa’s good
economic horizon.
Mar. 25: School Budget Cuts Show Stress of Low State Funding, REC Estimate, and Impact
of HF 2194 on ATB Cuts – The Revenue Estimating Conference met Thursday, March 20,
2014 and discussed the condition of the state revenue picture, anticipating a solid 4.5%
growth in FY 2015. Despite the state’s recovery, there are many school districts with
significant budget cuts being reported in the news. This issue also discussed the hypothetical
impact of a two-year budget plan laid out in HF 2194 and seriously doubted fewer ATB cuts,
unless the legislature were to set very low or no increases in school funding.
Mar. 31: Overdue Notice – sent a notice to the legislature that they were 46 days past due on
the state cost per pupil decision, which Iowa law requires to be enacted within 30 days of the
release of the Governor’s budget (see Iowa Code 257.8).
Apr. 8: Iowa’s Per Pupil Expenditure Gap Widens – more recent data shows that Iowa’s
spending gap is now $1,657 below the national average, still ranked 37thfor the 2012-13
school year.
Apr. 15: Increase in Iowa Per Pupil Funding Since 2008: Is it Really More Than 10%? –
takes a close look at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, Sept. 2013, which reported
that most states’ funding for schools is less than before the 2008 recession. The Center
showed Iowa experienced an increase greater than 10% in school formula funding. The
study specifically did not consider categorical funds, and they cite that assumption in the
study. This analysis excluded the accounting change of teacher salary, professional
development and early intervention class size supplements as they rolled into the formula in
2010, which accounts for $648 per pupil. Adjustment for this item alone would show Iowa’s
per pupil funding formula adjusted for inflation at a reduction of $96 per student since 2008,
not the $552 increase sited in the report. Note: the Center’s research and report is solid and
we agree with their conclusions. Our point was and still is, that policy makers should
consider all expenditures per pupil when drawing conclusions about adequate support for
education.
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•

April 21: Late Decision on Cost Per Pupil Impacts Dropout Prevention – shows once again
the timing impact of delayed action on the cost per pupil, which impacts budgets for dropout
prevention programs which must be requested the December prior to the budget year. With
over $104 million dedicated to dropout prevention in 304 districts in 2014-15, delayed action,
even if set next February at 4% increase in the cost per pupil, means a loss of $4.2 million
for support of this critical population.

The legislature and the Governor should set the 2015-16 cost per pupil before adjourning
the 2014 Legislative Session to confirm that education is the priority, to allow school
districts time to plan and meet imposed bargaining and budgeting deadlines and to
reverse the downward trend in Iowa’s commitment to funding students.

Sources: See each Education Funding Fact of the Week for citations pertinent to each subject area.
Brought to you by the joint efforts of Iowa Association of School Boards, School Administrators of Iowa, Iowa Area Education
Agencies, Iowa State Education Association, and the Urban Education Network of Iowa in support of adequate and timely
school funding.

forward to a friend

Copyright © 2014

The April 24, 2014 edition includes links to all prior editions: All editions are also posted on the
UEN web site http://www.uen-ia.org/funding.htm
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Additional Information: Glossary of Terms, Acronyms and Abbreviations
AEA

Area Education Agency

These are intermediate educational service agencies that provide
support to local school districts in educational services like
professional development, special education, and media.

ATB

Across the Board

This is generally used when referring to cuts and the only option
required for the Governor to reduce budgets when the legislature
isn't in session. If there is a 10% ATB cut, then the budgets of all
programs, unless specifically exempted, will be cut by 10%.

DE

Department of
Education

DOM

Department of
Management
Department of Revenue

This is the state agency that regulates education in Iowa. The
Governor appoints and the Senate confirms the Director. Brad
Buck was confirmed as the new DE director March 17, 2014
This is the state agency that regulates school budgets and
property taxes
This is the state agency that regulates and collects taxes

DOR
DPH
FTE

Department of Public
Health
Full Time Equivalent

FY

Fiscal Year

This is the state agency that regulates public health issues and
programs
This is used when referring to employee positions in a
business/organization.
July 1 through June 30 is the budget year for Iowa schools.

HF

House File

A bill generated in the House of Representatives.

IASB

Iowa Association of
School Boards
Iowa Learning Online

This is an organization representing school boards in Iowa.

Iowa State Education
Association
No Child Left Behind

This is an organization representing teachers in Iowa.

ILO

ISEA
NCLB

PD
PK
RPSC
SAI
SBRC
SF
TLC

UEN

Professional
Development
Pre-Kindergarten
Regular Program State
Cost
School Administrators of
Iowa
School Budget Review
Committee
Senate File
Teacher Leadership and
Compensation
Urban Education
Network

This is the organization in Iowa charged with providing on-line
learning to Iowa K-12 students.

This is the most recent reauthorization of the federal Elementary
and Secondary Education Act which provides schools funding for
programs like Title I.
Adult learning for school staff.
Refers to students who have not yet begun kindergarten.
Cost per pupil set by the legislature annually pursuant to allowable
growth percentage increase
This is an organization representing school administrators in Iowa.
This group hears appeals from Iowa School Districts regarding
requests for additional unspent budget authority.
A bill generated in the Senate
Term used to describe the education reform frameworks for
teacher career advancement from HF 215 enacted in 2013
Session.
An organization serving Iowa's largest school districts with two
high schools or urban tendencies
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Successful Progression for Early Readers
In HF 604, Education Appropriations for 2013-14 school year, $8.0 million was appropriated to DE
for FY 2014 to provide intensive instructional services, curricula, initiatives, programs and supports
in accordance with section 279.68 subsection 2. During the 2014 Session, SF 2346 Education
Appropriations continued the $8.0 million appropriation for early literacy and directed the DE to
distribute the funds to school districts. The following Code Section, originally enacted in SF 2284,
Education Reform, in the 2012 Legislative Session, spells out the requirements for schools, including
eventual third grade retention of students not proficient in reading under some circumstances.
Iowa Code 279.68 subsection 2
2. Successful progression for early readers. If funds are appropriated by the General Assembly for
purposes of implementing this subsection, a school district shall do all of the following:
a. Provide students who are identified as having a substantial deficiency in reading under
subsection 1, paragraph “a”, with intensive instructional services and supports, free of
charge, to remediate the identified areas of reading deficiency, including a minimum of
ninety minutes daily of scientific, research-based reading instruction and other strategies
prescribed by the school district which may include but are not limited to the following:
(1) Small group instruction.
(2) Reduced teacher-student ratios.
(3) More frequent progress monitoring.
(4) Tutoring or mentoring.
(5) Extended school day, week, or year.
(6) Summer reading programs.
b. At regular intervals, apprise the parent or guardian of academic and other progress being
made by the student and give the parent or guardian other useful information.
c. In addition to required reading enhancement and acceleration strategies, provide parents
of students who are identified as having a substantial deficiency in reading under subsection
1, paragraph “a”, with a plan outlined in a parental contract, including participation in
regular parent-guided home reading.
d. Establish a reading enhancement and acceleration development initiative designed to
offer intensive accelerated reading instruction to each kindergarten through grade three
student who is assessed as exhibiting a substantial deficiency in reading. The initiative shall
comply with all of the following criteria:
(1) Be provided to all kindergarten through grade three students who exhibit a
substantial deficiency in reading under this section. The assessment initiative shall
measure phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.
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(2) Be provided during regular school hours in addition to the regular reading
instruction.
(3) Provide a reading curriculum that meets guidelines adopted pursuant to section
256.7, subsection 31, and at a minimum has the following specifications:
(a) Assists students assessed as exhibiting a substantial deficiency in reading
to develop the skills to read at grade level.
(b) Provides skill development in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency,
vocabulary, and comprehension.
(c) Includes a scientifically based and reliable assessment.
(d) Provides initial and ongoing analysis of each student’s reading progress.
(e) Is implemented during regular school hours.
(f) Provides a curriculum in core academic subjects to assist the student in
maintaining or meeting proficiency levels for the appropriate grade in all
academic subjects.
e. Offer each summer, beginning in the summer of 2017, unless the school district receives a
waiver from this requirement from the department of education for the summer of 2017, an
intensive summer literacy program for students assessed as exhibiting a substantial
deficiency in reading. The program shall meet the criteria and follow the guidelines
established pursuant to section 256.9, subsection 53, paragraph “c”, subparagraph (1),
subparagraph division (g). (Recommendations of the Iowa Reading Research Center program
criteria and guidelines for implementation established through State BOE Rules)
f. Report to the department of education the specific intensive reading interventions and
supports implemented by the school district pursuant to this section. The department shall
annually prescribe the components of required or requested reports.
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Fact Trail on Minimum Teacher Salaries and Teacher Leadership and Compensation
System Implementation
Iowa Code 284.7 Iowa teacher career path defines minimum teacher pay:
To promote continuous improvement in Iowa’s quality teaching workforce and to give Iowa teachers the
opportunity for career recognition that reflects the various roles teachers play as educational leaders, an
Iowa teacher career path is established for teachers employed by school districts. A school district shall use
funding calculated and paid pursuant to section 257.10, subsection 9, to raise teacher salaries to meet the
requirements of this section. The Iowa teacher career path and salary minimums are as follows:
1. The following career path levels are established and shall be implemented in accordance with this chapter:
a. Beginning teacher.
(1) A beginning teacher is a teacher who meets the following requirements:
(a) Has successfully completed an approved practitioner preparation program as defined in
section 272.1 or holds an intern teacher license issued by the board of educational examiners
under chapter 272.
(b) Holds an initial or intern teacher license issued by the board of educational examiners.
(c) Participates in the beginning teacher mentoring and induction program as provided in this
chapter.
(2) Beginning July 1, 2008, the minimum salary for a beginning teacher shall be $28,000.
b. Career teacher.
(1) A career teacher is a teacher who holds a statement of professional recognition issued by the
board of educational examiners under chapter 272 or who meets the following requirements:
(a) Has successfully completed the beginning teacher mentoring and induction program
and has successfully completed a comprehensive evaluation as provided in this chapter.
(b) Is reviewed by the school district as demonstrating the competencies of a career
teacher.
(c) Holds a valid license issued by the board of educational examiners.
(d) Participates in teacher professional development as set forth in this chapter and
demonstrates continuous improvement in teaching.
(2) Beginning July 1, 2008, the minimum salary for a first-year career teacher shall be $30,000
From HF 215 Education Reform, new minimum set for district receiving TLC grant funding:
HF 215 Sec. 55 Section 257.10, Code 2013, is amended by adding the following new subsection:
NEW SUBSECTION. 12. Teacher leadership supplement cost per pupil and district cost.
a. The teacher leadership supplement district cost per pupil amount for the budget year beginning July 1,
2014, shall be calculated by the department of management by dividing the allocation amount for the budget
year beginning July 1, 2014, in section 284.13, subsection 1, paragraph “0e”, subparagraph (5), by one-third
of the statewide total budget enrollment for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2014. For the budget year
beginning July 1, 2015, and succeeding budget years, the teacher leadership supplement district cost per
pupil for each school district for a budget year is the teacher leadership supplement program district cost per
pupil for the base year plus the teacher leadership supplement supplemental state aid amount for the budget
year.
b. For the budget year beginning July 1, 2015, and succeeding budget years, if the department of
management determines that the unadjusted teacher leadership supplement district cost of a school district
for a budget year is less than one hundred percent of the unadjusted teacher leadership supplement district
cost for the base year for the school district, the school district shall receive a budget adjustment for that
budget year equal to the difference.
c. (1) The unadjusted teacher leadership supplement district cost is the teacher leadership supplement
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district cost per pupil for each school district for a budget year multiplied by the budget enrollment for that
school district.
(2) The total teacher leadership supplement district cost is the sum of the unadjusted teacher leadership
supplement district cost plus the budget adjustment for that budget year.
d. For the budget year beginning July 1, 2014, and succeeding budget years, the use of the funds calculated
under this subsection shall comply with the requirements of chapter 284 and shall be distributed to teachers
pursuant to section 284.15. The funds shall be used only to increase the payment for a teacher assigned to a
leadership role pursuant to a framework or comparable system approved pursuant to section 284.15; to
increase the percentages of teachers assigned to leadership roles; to increase the minimum teacher starting
salary to $33,500; to cover the costs for the time mentor and lead teachers are not providing instruction to
students in a classroom; for coverage of a classroom when an initial or career teacher is observing or coteaching with a teacher assigned to a leadership role; for professional development time to learn best
practices associated with the career pathways leadership process; and for other costs associated with a
framework or comparable system approved by the department of education under section 284.15 with the
goals of improving instruction and elevating the quality of teaching and student learning.
HF 215 Education Reform strikes existing teacher minimum salaries from Iowa Code in 2016. From HF 215
Sec. 64. Section 284.7, Code 2013, is amended by adding the following new subsection:
NEW SUBSECTION. 6. This section is repealed July 1, 2016.
From HF 215 Sec. 60. Section 284.3A, subsection 2, paragraph a, Code 2013, is amended to read as follows: . .
. If a school district or area education agency uses a salary schedule, a combined salary schedule shall be used
for regular wages and for distribution of payments under sections 257.10 and 257.37A, incorporating the
salary minimums required in section 284.7, or required under a framework or comparable system approved
pursuant to section 284.15.
These two sections combined may effectively eliminate the $28K and 30K minimum and replace with $33.5K
as the new minimum effective July 1, 2016, depending on the DE’s interpretation of “approved pursuant to
section 284.15”
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FY 2015 Regular Program New Authority Report UEN Member Districts and State Data
Based on 4 percent State Percent of Growth
FY 2014

DES MOINES
CEDAR RAPIDS
DAVENPORT
SIOUX CITY
IOWA CITY
WATERLOO
DUBUQUE
ANKENY
COUNCIL BLUFFS
WAUKEE
LINN-MAR
SOUTHEAST POLK
MARSHALLTOWN
MUSCATINE
CEDAR FALLS
COLLEGE
OTTUMWA
FORT DODGE
MASON CITY

Budget
Enrollment
32,062.1
16,651.1
15,940.2
13,929.9
12,774.4
10,803.7
10,513.3
9,386.3
8,944.6
7,721.3
6,879.9
6,399.7
5,308.2
5,299.5
4,862.4
4,568.0
4,531.2
3,711.8
3,751.1

State Minimum
State Maximum
State Average (Mean)
State Median
Count > 0
Total

76.0
32,062.1
1,408.8
669.5
338.0
476,162.9

District

District
Cost Per
Pupil
$ 6,189
$ 6,121
$ 6,121
$ 6,121
$ 6,138
$ 6,121
$ 6,128
$ 6,121
$ 6,190
$ 6,121
$ 6,122
$ 6,121
$ 6,162
$ 6,121
$ 6,128
$ 6,121
$ 6,121
$ 6,148
$ 6,193
$
$
$
$

6,121
6,296
6,153
6,124
338

FY 2015

Regular Program
District Cost
$ 198,432,337
$ 101,921,383
$
97,569,964
$
85,264,918
$
78,409,267
$
66,129,448
$
64,425,502
$
57,453,542
$
55,367,074
$
47,262,077
$
42,118,748
$
39,172,564
$
32,709,128
$
32,438,240
$
29,796,787
$
27,960,728
$
27,735,475
$
22,820,146
$
23,230,562

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Budget
Guarantee
201,400
10,926
54,917

$
478,496
$ 198,432,337
$
8,655,678
$
4,113,925
$
338
$ 2,925,619,046

$
$
$
$
$
$

389,860
32,960
129
11,140,394

Regular Program
District Cost
w/Adjustment
$ 198,432,337
$ 101,921,383
$
97,771,364
$
85,264,918
$
78,409,267
$
66,129,448
$
64,425,502
$
57,453,542
$
55,378,000
$
47,262,077
$
42,118,748
$
39,172,564
$
32,709,128
$
32,438,240
$
29,796,787
$
27,960,728
$
27,735,475
$
22,820,146
$
23,285,479
$
$
$
$

478,496
198,432,337
8,688,637
4,139,297
338
$ 2,936,759,440

Budget
Enrollment
32,413.2
16,864.7
15,981.1
14,132.2
13,159.9
10,992.3
10,578.6
9,901.9
8,995.9
8,288.6
6,943.0
6,616.9
5,388.5
5,344.4
4,859.1
4,685.3
4,577.4
3,729.9
3,724.7
76.0
32,413.2
1,416.9
669.4
338
478,920.9

District
Cost Per
Pupil
$ 6,434
$ 6,366
$ 6,366
$ 6,366
$ 6,383
$ 6,366
$ 6,373
$ 6,366
$ 6,435
$ 6,366
$ 6,367
$ 6,366
$ 6,407
$ 6,366
$ 6,373
$ 6,366
$ 6,366
$ 6,393
$ 6,438
$ 6,366
$ 6,541
$ 6,398
$ 6,369
338

Regular Program
District Cost
$ 208,546,529
$ 107,360,680
$ 101,735,683
$
89,965,585
$
83,999,642
$
69,976,982
$
67,417,418
$
63,035,495
$
57,888,617
$
52,765,228
$
44,206,081
$
42,123,185
$
34,524,120
$
34,022,450
$
30,967,044
$
29,826,620
$
29,139,728
$
23,845,251
$
23,979,619

Budget
Guarantee
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
-

Regular Program
District Cost
w/Adjustment
$ 208,546,529
$ 107,360,680
$ 101,735,683
$
89,965,585
$
83,999,642
$
69,976,982
$
67,417,418
$
63,035,495
$
57,888,617
$
52,765,228
$
44,206,081
$
42,123,185
$
34,524,120
$
34,022,450
$
30,967,044
$
29,826,620
$
29,139,728
$
23,845,251
$
23,979,619

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

497,116
208,546,529
9,052,769
4,309,498
338
$ 3,059,835,950

182,105
9,384
66
$ 3,171,868

497,116
208,546,529
9,062,153
4,309,498
338
$ 3,063,007,818

Change in
Total Regular
Program
District Cost
$ 10,114,192
$ 5,439,297
$ 3,964,319
$ 4,700,667
$ 5,590,375
$ 3,847,534
$ 2,991,916
$ 5,581,953
$ 2,510,617
$ 5,503,151
$ 2,087,333
$ 2,950,621
$ 1,814,992
$ 1,584,210
$ 1,170,257
$ 1,865,892
$ 1,404,253
$ 1,025,105
$
694,140
$
(281,317)
$ 10,114,192
$
373,516
$
114,924
301
########

Percent
Change
in RPDC
5.1%
5.3%
4.1%
5.5%
7.1%
5.8%
4.6%
9.7%
4.5%
11.6%
5.0%
7.5%
5.5%
4.9%
3.9%
6.7%
5.1%
4.5%
3.0%
-10.5%
16.0%
3.2%
2.9%
301
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Analysis of Early Intervention/Class Size Block Grant Including
March 2013 Iowa Department of Education Report
Iowa Early Intervention Block Grant Program (Class Size)
2012-13
A number of legislators have always questioned whether school districts were using Early

Intervention Class Size funds properly. They have expressed their understanding of the intent of the
program, created back in 1999, to reduce class sizes for K-3 grades to a goal of 17 students per
teacher for these grades. The following description of the program, the DE report, and current
economics of teacher pay and educational costs should help school leaders better understand and
advocate for repeal of the sunset of the program authority.

From DE’s report: Appropriation History

Note the appropriation was scaled up to $30 million by FY
2002. Since then, the appropriation has been fairly
constant, at $30 million, while teacher salaries and other
costs of education continued to increase. The
appropriation hasn’t kept pace with those costs. It was
actually lowered due to an across-the-board cut in FY 2004
and wasn’t restored until it was rolled into the formula in FY
2011, when it received its first allowable growth increase in
the history of the block grant.
At a very conservative average cost of $60,000 per
classroom (salaries, benefits, curriculum and support), it
would take at least an additional $7.8 million to achieve the
average goal of 17 students per classroom on a statewide
basis. That estimate is calculated by dividing the FY2013
K-3 total enrollment by 17 and does not account for
any classrooms already below the goal of 17 students
per teacher, so should be considered a conservative
estimate.

Class Size History
Class sizes in K-3 dropped prior to 2004 (see chart
from the DE report to the right.) This was directly after
the appropriation reached its highest amount of $30
million. After that, with increasing cost of staff
(salaries, benefits, IPERS) but level funding, it should
be no surprise that class sizes began to creep back
up.
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Enrollment History – K-3 student growth exceeded 7.7% during time of
1% increase in Block Grant appropriation.
From 2001-02 through 2011-12, during which the appropriation varied from $29.3 to $30.3 million, K3 enrollments grew by 10,352 students. To deliver a class size of 17 students per teacher for just
these additional students, districts would have had to add 608 classrooms. The Block Grant
appropriation would have required an increase of an additional 7.7% (another $2.3 million) just to
keep pace with growing enrollment, assuming no other increases in cost. Please note, there may
not be enough classrooms in some school facilities to accommodate additional classrooms – those
costs are not included in this estimate. The following K-3 enrollment history is compiled from the DE
web site at
http://educateiowa.gov/index.php?option=com_docman&task=cat_view&gid=561&Itemid=1563

K-3 Enrollment History 2003-2012
160,000
140,000

Enrollment

120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
-

Enrollment by Grade By Fiscal Year

K

1st

2nd

3rd

Grant was Flexible, not Exclusive to Class Size Reduction
The original block grant was intended to be flexible and allocated locally to whatever districts
decided was the best way to increase reading outcomes. For some districts, that was lowering class
size. In others, there were reading coaches and paraprofessionals hired to lower the class size
during reading time, but that wouldn’t show on the teacher FTE to student ratio used to determine
class size. With limited resources, the early intervention block grant goals listed in the Code may
compete with each other for resources. Districts prioritized what they knew would work. Also note
that the class size goal was in the basic skills instruction time and not in the generic sense of class
sizes. The DE data reported may not be reflecting the correct measure, since it was from the BEDS
file and didn’t distinguish number of students receiving instruction during reading. See the three
goals in 256D:
256D.1 Iowa early intervention block grant program established — goals.
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1. An Iowa early intervention block grant program is established within the department of
education. The program’s goals for kindergarten through grade three are to provide the
resources needed to reduce class sizes in basic skills instruction to the state goal of
seventeen students for every one teacher; provide direction and resources for early
intervention efforts by school districts to achieve a higher level of student success in the
basic skills, especially reading skills; and increase communication and accountability
regarding student performance.

Cost Increases:
Teacher Pay
Fourth, Iowa teacher pay
has increased 34.6%
since 2002. The Early
Intervention Block Grant
was lowered, eventually
restored after the ATB
cut, but over the same
time has increased only
1%. It is important to
note that some of the
teacher pay increase
was due to direct
appropriation through
increases in the teacher
salary supplement and
rolling that into the
formula.
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/LSA/IssReview/2013/IRRKM001.PDF (teacher salary change
data from this LSA Issue Review.)
Early Elementary Class Size Change
19982011Percent
Grade
99
12
Change Change
K
19.7
20.3
0.6
3.0%
Meanwhile, class size has increased between a
1
20.1
20.5
0.4
2.0%
high of 3% in kindergarten to a low of a
2
20.7
20.8
0.1
0.5%
decrease at third grade of 1.4%. This very
3
21.7
21.4
-0.3
-1.4%
small increase in class sizes for early
elementary should be celebrated given the larger percentage increases in K-3 Enrollments and
teacher pay and benefits costs during years of historic low allowable growth increases.

K-3 Class Size Increases Very
Modest Since 1998

Proficient Increases Despite Increased Poverty
Free and Reduced Lunch Eligible Students, total percent of enrollment has increased from 28% in
2001 to 40.3% in 2013. Yet, the percent proficient in 4th grade reading has increased in every
32

category since 2003. Data for the following chart came from Iowa Kids Count 2011, Trends in the

Well-Being of Iowa Children:
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Instructional Days and Hours Guidance by the Iowa Department of Education
Overview
Effective July 1, 2014, districts and accredited nonpublic schools have the option to choose between 180 days
or 1,080 hours of instruction according to Iowa Code section 256.7(19). School boards and authorities in
charge of an accredited nonpublic school are authorized to determine the days or hours of their school
calendars; however, public schools must hold a public hearing prior to adoption.
This guidance includes changes adopted in House File 2170 and signed by the Governor on March 7, 2014.
References to accredited nonpublic schools include independently accredited schools.
Guidance
1. Who must meet the 1,080 hours or 180 days of instruction?
Districts and accredited nonpublic schools must meet the 1,080 hours or 180 days requirement. Specially
accredited schools are not required to meet this requirement.
2. When are districts and accredited nonpublic schools required to submit calendar information to the
Department of Education?
The district/school’s decision on 1,080 hours or 180 days will be reported in Spring BEDS.
3. Where does the 6 hour minimum come from?
House File 215 struck the 5.5 minimum hours in favor of 6 hours per day for 180 days or 1,080 hours.
4. Must a calendar based on 1,080 hours include a minimum of 6 hours in a day?
No. For districts and accredited nonpublic schools using the 1,080 hours of instruction, the district does not
need to meet the 6-hour minimum day. For districts/schools using the 1,080 hours of instruction there is no
minimum or maximum day length. Day length is a local district/school decision and may vary. The number to
be reported is the annual sum of hours districts and accredited nonpublic schools have documented to meet
1,080 hours.
5. How does this relate to an early start date waiver?
The district’s request for early start date will be submitted in Spring BEDS. This is a separate and distinct
process from hours/days, but is included in Iowa Code section 279.10.

6. How does this relate to an innovative calendar waiver?
The district’s request for an innovative calendar is a separate and distinct process. The application is due
November 1 of the preceding school year. The request is only available for districts/schools following the
instructional days model according to Iowa Code section 279.10(3).
7. Is a public hearing required before a school district establishes a calendar?
Yes. School districts are required to hold a public hearing for the calendar. This hearing may include start date
and hours vs. days. Accredited nonpublic schools are not required to hold a public meeting.
The public hearing must be conducted prior to certifying Spring BEDS.
8. If parent-teacher conferences are held will the time count as instructional time?
Yes. The law states, “Time spent on parent-teacher conferences shall be considered instructional time.” If the
district/school is using hours, the time may apply to the hours. If a district/school is using days, a 6- hour
parent-teacher conference day will count as one day toward the 180 days.
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9. Can schools still have a school day that is less than 5.5 hours of instruction if the previous 5
consecutive days equals 27.5 hours?
No. Due to changes in House File 2170, districts or schools which select days may use the following:
If the total hours of instructional school time for grades one through twelve for any five consecutive school days
equal a minimum of 30 hours, even though any one day of school is less than the minimum instructional hours
because of a staff development opportunity provided for the professional instructional staff or because parentteacher conferences have been scheduled beyond the regular school day, then the school can have a day of
school less than the 6 hours. If the total hours of instructional time for the first four consecutive days equal at
least 30 hours because parent-teacher conferences have been scheduled beyond the regular school day, a
school or school district may record zero hours of instructional time on the fifth consecutive school day as a
minimum school day.
10. What happens if a district/school encounters inclement weather?
According to HF 2170: School districts and accredited nonpublic schools that are using day, may record a day
of school with less than the minimum instructional hours as a minimum school day if emergency health or
safety factors require the late arrival or early dismissal of students on a specific day for districts or schools that
designated 180 days per year. Districts or schools using hours may not count the time missed due to health or
safety factors.
11. May a district or accredited nonpublic school count professional development toward the 1,080
hours of instruction or 6 hours toward 180 days?
No.
12. May a district or accredited nonpublic school count lunch toward the 1,080 hours of instruction or
6 hours toward 180 days?
No.
13. May a district/school count passing time toward the 1,080 hours of instruction or 6 hours toward
180 days?
Yes.
14. If a district/school has multiple attendance centers, which center is used to determine minutes of
instruction per day to meet the 1,080 hours of instruction or 6 hours toward 180 days?
The center (grades 1-12) that meets the least amount of time per day will be the one that will be used to count
toward the 1,080 hours or 6-hour minimum per day for districts/schools looking at 180 days.
15. Can a district with multiple buildings put some buildings on hours and some on days?
No.
16. May a district or accredited nonpublic school using the 180-day calendar that exceeds the 6-hour
minimum count the extra hours toward one of the 180-day count?
No. A district or accredited nonpublic school using the 180-day calendar must meet 180 days for at least 6
hours.
17. When will these changes take effect?
July 1, 2014.
18. Is there a requirement that lunch must be served if the school is in session for a certain amount of
time?
Iowa Administrative Code section 281-58.7 states a district shall provide a lunch program for all students if the
school is in session for 4 or more hours.
19. Would time for students transported to a different building for class and back during the school
day count toward instructional time?
No.
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The Urban Education Network (UEN) is dedicated to the needs of students in preparing them for success in
21st Century work and life. The UEN’s eight urban member school districts and eleven associate member
districts enroll nearly 40 percent of Iowa’s students, but when it comes to poverty, minority or non-English
speaking status, the proportion of students served is even larger. We are committed to improving outcomes for
all students and advocate for the resources and flexibility necessary to match our commitment. Our positions
are based in experience, best practice and are heart-felt in that we want the very best for all students.

UEN Issue Brief

Repeal of the State Penny for School Infrastructure Sunset
When the State Penny for School Infrastructure was created in 2008, the legislation put in place a
December 31, 2029 sunset. That was a legitimate 20-year timeframe that matched the typical
bonding period for property-tax backed construction projects.
•

Six years later, schools are starting to feel the pinch of a shortened bonding period:
▫ With only 15 years of bonding capacity, the shortened bonding stream – already
approximately $700 million dollars of borrowing capacity, is unavailable compared to if
schools had a full 20 years.
▫ With low interest rates and unmet needs, this is the wrong time to turn to property taxes
rather than sales taxes to continue facilities repair and construction.
▫ Fallback will always be property taxes. Inequity in valuations means that some districts
will utilize PPEL/Debt Service property taxes bearing no relationship to enrollment or
need. Iowa will get right back into infrastructure mess we were in with inadequate
facilities and unequal student resources.

•

State penny has helped schools address the age-old problem of equity and adequacy for school
facilities. Use of the local option tax from 1998-2008 and the state penny sales tax for school
infrastructure since has:
▫ Funded technology expansions in districts (such as 1:1 initiatives)
▫ Elevated student learning (such as science labs in middle schools to support STEM)
▫ Resulted in fewer days lost due to extreme temps and returned saved energy dollars to
the program
▫ Equalized infrastructure funding per student
▫ Reduced property taxes

Property Tax Bond Issue
Elections by Year
60
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History of the number of bond issues
approved by voters annually proves the
point: fewer bond issues have been
passed every year since the start of the
state penny. That track record will
continue if the penny can be bonded
against for the full 20 years. Absent that
action, as the time frame shortens, the
number of bond issues backed by
property taxes will escalate.

The UEN supports repeal of the
sunset. It would be prudent to have the
school foundation formula interim
committee that meets every five years
consider future repeal of the State Penny sometime beyond the 20 years following their study.
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The Urban Education Network (UEN) is dedicated to the needs of students in preparing them for
success in 21st Century work and life. The UEN’s eight urban member school districts and eleven
associate member districts enroll nearly 40 percent of Iowa’s students, but when it comes to poverty,
minority or non-English speaking status, the proportion of students served is even larger. We are
committed to improving outcomes for all students and advocate for the resources and flexibility
necessary to match our commitment. Our positions are based in experience, best practice and are
heart-felt in that we want the very best for all students.
Issue Brief
Accelerate Second Year of TLC Grant Participation for Qualified Applicants
The UEN supported the Education Reform Initiative contained in HF 215 of the 2013 Legislative
Session and many UEN districts, as well as our non-UEN neighbors, worked hard to submit an
application to participate in the Teacher Leadership and Compensation System grants for the 201415 school year. The Legislature and Governor approved a three-year budget with $50 million
annually, beginning 2014-15 school year and the subsequent two school years. The original
appropriation was based on an estimate that districts representing 1/3 of the students in Iowa would
participate in the first year. From the DE Press Release: “Based on the recommendations of the 19member Commission on Teacher Leadership and Compensation, Director Buck selected 39 school
districts out of 146 applicants from across the state. The districts – serving a mix of urban, suburban
and rural communities to best reflect Iowa’s district landscape – enroll about one-third of Iowa
students. Two of the districts will share teacher leadership systems.”
The TLC commission is to be thanked for their hard work in reading and scoring the grants. The
Commission received applications from 146 school districts/consortiums, representing nearly 2/3rds
of the students in Iowa. The rubric used to score the applications delivered a range from a high of
89 to a low of 48. The process to select among districts within AEAs to ensure geographic
representation was a good process. However, there are school districts in Iowa with rubric scores
on the grant application that are higher than other scores for districts approved to participate, simply
because of the geographic representation and size distribution requirements. As a comparison, the
highest score submitted that was not approved was 81, while the lowest score submitted and
approved was 73. The districts that received approval are deserving and have amassed energy to
get started. Other districts that were not approved have also built up internal capacity and
enthusiasm to begin the work. The students in these districts would be well served if the legislature
and the Governor capitalize on their enthusiasm this year to include an additional 29 school districts.
The system of compensating teachers for leadership and coaching work to improve instruction and
creating capacity for increasing the skill level of teachers so all students learn at high levels is a
worthy goal. The time is right to build on the enthusiasm of the team work local districts
demonstrated during the application process.
The UEN supports advancing a portion of the 2015-16 TLC allocation into the 2014-15 school
year to allow all districts with a score of 73 or greater to participate beginning July 1 of this
year. It is our estimate that approximately $26 million would accomplish that goal. Since the money
is already included in the budget for 2015-16, this acceleration would be using one-time money, not
obligating a future legislature beyond what has already been put into place. We support including
this appropriation in the one-time funding and bonding bill discussions. The spreadsheet, ranking
the districts high-low based on rubric score of their TLC application, shows the impact of including 29
school districts educating over 84,000 students in the first year of participation and can be found on
the UEN web site www.uen-ia.org
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The Iowa Core
Overview and timeline from LSA Fiscal Topics Nov. 2013 Budget Unit: Core Curriculum
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/Fiscal_Topics/2014/FTJPP011.PDF
Overview: The Core Curriculum (formerly Iowa Core Curriculum and Model Core Curriculum) are
state standards and expectations for PK-12 to improve academic achievement in the classroom.
The DE refers to the Core Curriculum as the Iowa Core. The Core identifies standards in literacy
and math and essential concepts and skills in science, social studies, 21st Century learning skills
(civics literacy, financial literacy, technology literacy, health literacy and employability skills) that all
students must know by the time they graduate high school.
Timeline:
•
•
•

•

2005 Iowa Acts established Model Core Curriculum K-12 (literacy, math and 21st Century
skills above)
2008 Iowa Acts transformed from voluntary to required in high schools by 2012-13 school
year and K-8 by 2014-15.
Iowa was already implementing when the Common Core, a consortium of the nation’s
Governors and education commissioners (Judy Jeffrey in Iowa at the time) led an effort to
develop Common Core State Standards. This was a state-led effort to establish a single set
of educational standards for K-12 in English language arts and math that state voluntary
adopt. These standards were designed to ensure that high school graduates are prepared to
enter two- or four-year colleges or the workforce. 45 state including Iowa have adopted.
July 2010: Iowa State Board of Education adopted the Common Core standards in English,
language arts and math. The DE conducted an alignment study and had extensive
discussions with Iowa experts in the content areas before adoption. The essential concepts
and skills of Iowa’s Core Curriculum in literacy and d math were replaced with the Common
Core State Standards with some additional Iowa specific content.

Local Control Remains on Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment
Iowa districts retain control of text books adoption, reading lists, curriculum and instruction in order to
teach the standards. A simple example to understand the relationship between local decisionmaking and the Core with one of the third-grade standards: CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.3.2 Determine
the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the main idea. In each
district, school and classroom around the country, there are very different books being read and
instructional strategies used to help third graders determine the main idea.
The Code of Iowa prohibits further limitation on district choice of curriculum materials:
256.7 subsection 26(c): Neither the state board nor the department shall require school districts or
accredited nonpublic schools to adopt a specific textbook, textbook series, or specific instructional
methodology, or acquire specific textbooks, curriculum materials, or educational products from a
specific vendor in order to meet the core curriculum requirements of this subsection or the core
content standards adopted pursuant to subsection 28.
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UEN Written Testimony Jan. 3, 2014

State Board of Education Proposed Rules Revision to Rule 62
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/ACO/IAC/LINC/ARC.1245C.pdf
to implement Iowa Code 279.68 https://www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/ACO/IC/LINC/2013.Section.279.68.PDF
The Urban Education Network (UEN) is dedicated to the needs of students in preparing them for success in
21st Century work and life. The UEN’s eight urban member school districts and ten associate member districts
enroll nearly 40 percent of Iowa’s students, but when it comes to poverty, minority or non-English speaking
status, the proportion of students served is even larger. We are committed to improving outcomes for early
elementary students not yet reading on grade level, and we collectively serve many of them. Our comments
are based in experience, best practice and are heart-felt in that we want the very best for all students.
Our comments will address:
•
•
•
•
•
•

90 minutes of reading instruction as the core, best practice
Flexibility for district choice and administration of assessment
Reading Curriculum as purview of the district
Nonpublic school student attendance at public summer school
Contingent Appropriations
Summer school compulsory attendance

90 Minutes of Reading in 62.6(1) Intensive instructional services. The rules should more clearly state that
the 90 minutes of research-based reading instruction is the minimum required, is core instruction and serves as
a baseline for best practice As proposed in 62.6(1), it is unclear whether the 90 minutes is in addition to or
duplicates regular core instruction. Without clarity, it could be interpreted that districts double up core reading
instruction (90 minutes + 90 minutes) and then add the subsequent intensive instructional services and
corresponding interventions yet beyond 180 minutes of core instruction. Lastly, districts must maintain the
flexibility to determine how to administer the 90 minutes and the subsequent interventions.
Flexibility for Choice and Administration of Assessment: Original legislation creating 256.7 subsection 31
clearly allowed locally determined assessment and State Board of Education development of tools that districts
MAY use in implementing the early literacy provisions of 279.68 Student Progression. The text of Iowa Code
256.7 subsection 31 follows:
256.7 subsection 31.
a. By July 1, 2013, adopt by rule guidelines for school district implementation of section 279.68, including but not limited to basic
levels of reading proficiency on approved locally determined or statewide assessments and identification of tools that school districts
may use in evaluating and reevaluating any student who may be or who is determined to be deficient in reading, including but not
limited to initial assessments and subsequent assessments, alternative assessments, and portfolio reviews. The state board shall adopt
standards that provide a reasonable expectation that a student’s progress toward reading proficiency under section 279.68 is sufficient
to master appropriate grade four level reading skills prior to the student’s promotion to grade four.
b. Adopt rules for the Iowa reading research center and for implementation of the intensive summer literacy program developed and
administered pursuant to section 256.9, subsection 53.

These proposed rules go well beyond the flexibility originally envisioned in the statute by essentially
mandating a state chosen assessment. The rules as proposed prohibit district use of local assessments:
“62.2(8) Noncompliant assessments. Assessments that do not meet the requirements of this rule shall
not be used by any school district to implement this chapter.”
DE Approved Assessments: When the DE originally began reviewing assessments for RtI purposes, they
specifically stated they were not going to have an “approved” list, but rather, a review of how each assessment
faired on the criteria. This list was to provide districts with feedback and information to help with assessment
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choices, not as a screening tool to effectively outlaw district choice. The stamp of DE approval and the
lengthy process to review future tools and assessments will essentially codify the DE’s favorite. The DE will
never be able to keep up with changing science in the world of assessments and districts will be chilled from
learning about and implementing tools that better fit their staff and students.
Many UEN districts have robust assessment systems that serve multiple purposes. Districts should be given
the latitude to determine how to meet expectations, but remain accountable for the results on the Iowa
Assessments (or future assessment aligned to the Iowa Core.) Districts need the flexibility to determine best
instructional practice based on student needs and staff capacity.
Two of the state created criteria are cost and time to administer, for example. If a district chooses a more
robust assessment system, perhaps one that is standards based and determines specific focus areas of student
performance to address, that includes a formative assessment component, it’s possible it costs more and takes
longer to administer than what the DE determined as minimum for approval. The Department’s good work to
evaluate assessments used for screening and monitoring was originally intended to inform districts. From the
DE’s A Summary Report of Iowa’s Review of PreK-6 Reading Assessment for Universal Screening and
Progress April 2013 Page 12 Question: Is the DE going to require specific assessments or practices?
“The DE is buying assessments that are high quality and will provide them for all schools to use at no
cost. A school can decide to use something different. We hope that the information shared on
assessments for universal screening and progress monitoring helps schools make decisions about
which assessments are helpful for specific purposes.”
DE’s Summary Report deferred to district choice. We agree. Districts should have the choice to determine the
criteria for assessments and be held accountable for outcomes; these proposed rules set up state
micromanagement of the assessments, the curriculum, and professional development regarding them. If
anything, they do little to support districts in improving instruction. The accreditation process is a better place
for the DE to discuss the quality of assessments used at the local level, based on student outcomes, rather than
the one-size-fits all mandate these rules effectively propose.
Contrast this assessment-heavy approach with the legislative charge for the Reading Research Center,
including State Board of Education Rules in Chapter 61, which specifically talk about development and
dissemination, not mandates:
281—61.2 (256) Purpose. The purpose of the center shall be to apply current research on literacy to provide for
the development and dissemination of all of the following, although each of the following will not necessarily be
of equal priority or immediacy:
1. Instructional strategies for prekindergarten through grade 12 to achieve literacy proficiency that includes
reading, reading comprehension, and writing for all students.
2. Strategies for identifying and providing evidence-based interventions for students, beginning in kindergarten,
who are at risk of not achieving literacy proficiency.
3. Models for effective school, parent, and community partnerships to improve student literacy.
4. Reading assessments.
5. Professional development strategies and materials to support teacher effectiveness in student literacy
development.
6. Data reports on attendance center, school district, and statewide progress toward literacy proficiency in the
context of student, attendance center, and school district demographic characteristics.
7. An intensive summer literacy program, referred to in rule 281—61.3(256).

Curriculum: The entire proposed curriculum rules are an overreach not required by Iowa Code
The only mention of curriculum in 279.68 subsection d (3) is the requirement that a school district adopt a
curriculum that meets certain requirements, not that the DE and State Board of Education limit the choices of
that curriculum. There is no mention in 256.7 subsection 31, of curriculum or State Board of Education
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authority to compel a specific curriculum. (Refer to text on page one of this testimony to see subsection 31,
which deals with assessment, rules for retention, and the reading research center standards for summer literacy
programs.) The standards articulated under proposed rules 62.6(3) (d and e) are not mentioned in the
legislation or Iowa Code and generate great concern. When curriculum and textbook companies get to define
the minimum training and professional development requirements to implement with fidelity, this could easily
become an expensive unfunded mandate.
Subrule (j) is disconcerting. Chapter 61 is the Iowa Reading Research Center. The entire purpose of the Center
was to define models and disseminate information about best practice and how to improve instruction (see
purpose statement on Page 2 above in this testimony). There is nothing about mandates or compelling
particular practice from schools in the charge of Center.
Consider the comparison of the Iowa Code requirements and this proposed rule 62.6(3) Reading Curriculum
for students with substantial deficiencies in reading, which shows rule making beyond the original
legislative direction for help with intensive summer school program.

Proposed Rules
62.6(3) Reading curriculum for students with substantial
deficiencies in reading. A curriculum that does not meet the
standards of this subrule shall not be used to implement this
chapter. To implement this subrule, a school district shall provide
a curriculum that meets the following guidelines and
specifications:
a. Assists students assessed as exhibiting a substantial deficiency
in reading to develop the skills to read at grade level.
b. Provides skill development in phonemic awareness, phonics,
fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.

Iowa Code 279.68
(3) Provide a reading curriculum that meets guidelines
adopted pursuant to section 256.7, subsection 31, and at a
minimum has the following specifications:

(a) Assists students assessed as exhibiting a substantial
deficiency in reading to develop the skills to read at grade
level.
(b) Provides skill development in phonemic awareness,
phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.

c. Is supported by scientifically based research in reading.

d. Is implemented by certified instructional staff with appropriate
training and professional development, which at a minimum shall
be the training and professional development described by the
developer of the curriculum as necessary for its successful
implementation.
e. Is implemented by certified instructional staff with fidelity,
which at a minimum shall be the training and professional
development described by the developer of the curriculum as
necessary for its successful implementation.
f. Includes a scientifically based and reliable assessment, which
shall meet the requirements of rule 281—62.1(256,279).
g. Provides initial and ongoing analysis of each student’s reading
progress, which shall meet the requirements of rule 281—
62.1(256,279), with notice provided to parents pursuant to
subrule 62.6(4).
h. Is implemented during regular school hours.
i. Provides a curriculum in core academic subjects to assist the
student in maintaining or meeting proficiency levels for the
appropriate grade in all academic subjects.
j. Complies with any other standards established by the
department, including but not limited to standards established
under 281—Chapter 61.

(c) Includes a scientifically based and reliable assessment.
(Note the rules apply the scientific base to curriculum, not
assessment)
Note, the Iowa Code does not mention the training and PD
requirements or anticipate that curriculum developers
would be able to define the minimum as the rules suggest
in (d) and (e).

(d) Provides initial and ongoing analysis of each student’s
reading progress.
(e) Is implemented during regular school hours.
(f) Provides a curriculum in core academic subjects to
assist the student in maintaining or meeting proficiency
levels for the appropriate grade in all academic subjects.
Iowa Code does not mandate compliance with the reading
research center standards in Chapter 61 as this subrule j
suggests.

Nonpublic School Participation: Proposed Rules: no concerns with the following proposal.
62.10(3) Accredited nonpublic schools. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent an accredited
nonpublic school from voluntarily complying with this chapter. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to
prevent the department from offering universal screening or progress monitoring instruments to accredited
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nonpublic school students or to prevent the department from allowing inclusion of those students’ data in the
database described in subrule 62.10(2).
However, we are concerned with the DE Early Literacy guidance issued Dec. 12, 2013, answer to Question 40:
“May a nonpublic school that chooses to collect information and provide the services in Iowa Code 279.68 and
IAC 281-62, though not required, send students to the public school’s summer reading program? Answer:
Yes.”
We would suggest the rules either set the expectation that nonpublic schools would provide summer school for
their students or be required to compensate the public school for the cost, especially since the $8.0 million
initial implementation funding is based on public school enrollment.
Contingent Appropriations in the law: From Iowa Code Chapter 279.69:
Subsection 2. Successful progression for early readers. If funds are appropriated by the general assembly for
purposes of implementing this subsection, a school district shall do all of the following: (includes a long list,
but provision of summer school and establishment of a reading enhancement and acceleration development
initiative are the most costly)
Subsection 4. b. Each school district, subject to an appropriation of funds by the general assembly, shall
provide professional development services to enhance the skills of elementary teachers in responding to
children’s unique reading issues and needs and to increase the use of evidence-based strategies.
In both of these cases, school districts will need annual appropriation to cover the costs of summer school staff
and ongoing professional development. Although the $8.0 million is a good start to begin the process, the per
pupil amount of that, approximately $8.40 per student, is not sufficient to provide a quality summer school
experience. Consider these details: $8.40 per student, prorated to K-3 students, nets approximately $27 per K3 student (assuming 150,688 K-3 students statewide based on BEDS grade level enrollments.) Districts are
required to train over 10,000 K-3 teachers to provide universal screening, weekly progress monitoring, and
deliver intensive reading instructional services and subsequent interventions. All of this happens prior to
provision of summer school, which is the most staff intensive, and thus, expensive piece of the puzzle.
The continuance of the program, including summer school, is contingent on the provision of ongoing funding
for implementation. The rules correctly reference the provision of professional development subject to
appropriation of funds (under 62.9(4) Professional development), but should also state the same contingency
for the provision of intensive reading services and summer school.
Completion of the Summer School Program: To eliminate confusion, it would be helpful for the rule
statement to reiterate the district’s authority to apply compulsory attendance rules and practices to students
attending summer school pursuant to the required intensive summer literacy program for students assessed as
exhibiting a substantial deficiency in reading in 279.68 subsection 2(e). We don’t believe the legislature
intended students to merely enroll in summer school to advance, but the student should attend and complete
the summer program. The rules might further state that the district has the authority to compel attendance to
the summer school program or the student will be retained in 3rd grade:
62.5(2) Parent or guardian does not enroll child in intensive summer reading program. If the parent
or guardian does not enroll the student in the intensive summer reading program and the student is
ineligible for the good-cause exemption under rule 281—62.8(256,279), the student shall be retained
in grade three pursuant to rule 281—62.7(256,279).
Thank You: Urban Education Network members and associates appreciate the opportunity to comment on the
proposed rules and encourage the DE and State Board of Education to implement rules that continue to respect
the long standing tradition of local choice and control on the “how” while clearly articulating expectations for
student performance. We appreciate the Center’s goal to provide supports for improving instruction and agree
with the priority of early literacy as a great place to start this work.
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ISFIS Maps, Data and other Source Comparisons: The following maps, charts and graphs,
many of which provided supportive documentation for the Education Coalition Funding Fact
weekly publication, provide understanding of finance issues and help fuel conversations with
stakeholders and candidates during the interim.
Iowa total expenditures per pupil have fallen in recent years, compared to the rest of the nation. In
just twelve months, Iowa fell from 31st to 37th in per pupil spending in 2011-12 as compared to the
national average. Although Iowa maintained its 37th in the nation ranking for the 2012-13 school year,
Iowa per pupil expenditures continued the downward trend, falling to $1,657 below the national average.
This shortfall is a full 15.0% below the US average despite that fact that Iowa’s per capita personal
income is above the national average. See the March 10, 2014 Funding Fact of the Week for information
on the state’s ending balances and ability to pay for school funding. The following chart shows the
widening gap over the last 12 years:

Source data: Iowa Legislative Services Agency 2013 FACTBOOK
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/docs/publications/FCT/2014/25037/25037.pdf
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This next map shows poverty concentration, more than 40% of students in a district eligible for free and
reduced lunch, is a statewide challenge in the 2012-13 school year, in rural and urban districts alike.
Iowa’s funding for at-risk students and dropout prevention resources, combined with targeted grant funds
for high-needs schools soon to be appropriated in July 2015, translates into a 9.8% additional funding
commitment for these students. Meanwhile, other states invest resources in educating needy students.
The national average investment is an additional 29% funding per pupil beyond the base for low-income
students. Most states provide an additional 20-25%.

Source data: Free and
Reduced Lunch
Percentage Count data
from Iowa Department
of Education BEDS
data collection.
National statistics from
American Institutes for
Research, Study of
New Funding Method
for Nevada Public
Schools, Sept. 25,
2012.

This next chart shows the growth in ELL students for both public and nonpublic schools: During the 2013
interim, an ELL task force met and studied needs of students, best practice and funding considerations.
In their report, they
recommended “weighted
funding closer to the national
average by increasing from
.22 to .39 through a phase-in
formula over a three-year
period.” The weighting
provides resources for
curriculum, individualized
instruction, professional
development for teachers,
lower class sizes for ELL
students, translators,
software programs,
assessment and other
specific supports to help
student reach proficiency in
English. This weighting is
applied to the cost per pupil
set by the state every year, so it’s critical that the base is sufficient from the beginning.
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The next issue we address is increasing special education deficits, funded with property taxes, to pay for
special education services required in students’ Individual Education Plans (IEPs). It’s important to note:
in Fiscal Years 2010 and 2011, Iowa schools received federal stimulus funds dedicated for special
education services which partially offsetting some deficits, explaining the slight relief from the trend of
increasing deficits, but that funding is gone.
To quote the recent LSA
Issue Review: “An
allowable growth rate of
0.0% in FY 2012
impacted FY 2012
balances negatively.” The
addition of FY 2013
special education deficits
in the following chart
shows the trend
continues.
Source Data: Legislative
Services Agency, Fiscal
Division, Issue Review,
Dec. 12, 2013, State
School Aid Funding for
Special Education

Special Education Deficits: FY 2007 through FY 2013
(dollars in millions)
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This map shows both the range of special education deficits/surpluses and the geographic dispersion the
dollar amounts for FY 2013.
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Iowa total expenditures per pupil continued to be a topic of conversation as the Session progressed.
During the 2014 Legislative Session, some legislators’ communications indicated that data from the
LSA Factbook, which is based on NEA data comparisons, may be suspect and instead suggested
National Commission of Education Statistics (NCES) as a reliable source. One of the differences in
ranking estimates has to do with the
years compared; NCES, current
through 2010-11, ranked Iowa 28th in
the nation (31st according to NEA for
the same year.) Other assumptions
can make a difference in the dollars
and rankings, but the trend regardless
of source is inescapable. This chart
shows comparisons of NEA and
NCES expenditures per pupil,
remarkably similar over time.
Additionally, with zero allowable
growth in 2011-12, it’s not surprising
to see Iowa’s per pupil spending gap
widen.
Sources: LSA 2012 FACTBOOK and
NCES Table 217. Current expenditure per
pupil in fall enrollment in public
elementary and secondary schools, by
state or jurisdiction http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/2012menu_tables.asp and NCES Table 236.65 .
Current expenditure per pupil in fall enrollment in public elementary and secondary schools, by state or
jurisdiction, http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d13/tables/dt13_236.65.asp

Iowa

This chart shows Iowa Per Capita
Personal Income, historically
below the national average, has
surpassed the average (at the
100% bar) for two consecutive
years.
Source Data: Bureau of Economic
Analysis, per capita personal
income history by state
www.bea.gov
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Student Achievement: Although money doesn’t mean everything, we know that other states have
gained ground on Iowa’s rankings in National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) math and
reading at exactly the same time that our investment in education ranking has slipped (see last
week’s funding fact for per pupil expenditure state ranking data.), We have accountability provisions in
state and federal law and research-based strategies are being engaged to improve outcomes for
students. Iowa
education leaders will
continue to invest our
resources well with
the intention of
improving
opportunities for
students. We believe
a world class
education is important
and possible for Iowa
students, but can’t be
done on the cheap.
This chart shows net
change in NAEP
scores for Iowa and
the nation over time.
Source data:
http://nationsreportcard.gov/ Official site of the National Assessment of Educational Progress

Across the Board (ATB) Cut History: This chart from the nonpartisan legislative staff Legislative
Services Agency (LSA) Fiscal Topics, shows the history of Executive Orders issued by Iowa Governors to
enact ATB
reductions to state
appropriations in
the middle of the
fiscal year. This is
the only option
available to the
Governor and may
be reversed by
legislative action to
increase revenue
or alter the
reductions based
on priorities. There
were ATB orders in
eight of the 33
years shown.
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Apples to Apples State Expenditures as a Percent of Total Spending: The National Association of
State Budget Officers (NASBO) published their annual State Expenditure Report analyzing all
state expenditures excluding bonds (not just general fund.) In their analysis on Table 5, page 11, titled
State Spending by Function, as a Percent of Total State Expenditures, Fiscal 2012, they report the
following percentages:
Iowa Elementary and Secondary Education for FY 2012
was 16.8% of total state spending. That compares with an
average of 18.9% in the plain states region in which Iowa is
categorized and well below the national average of 20.0%
for all states.
Also worthy to note: The State Expenditure Report
concludes that Iowa dedicates 25% of total state spending
to Higher Education, which is well above the national
average of 10.5%. Although Iowa is fortunate to have three
regents’ institutions, including higher education in total
educational expenditures masks Iowa’s lower investment in
K-12 compared to the nation. Although the detail isn’t
shown in the report, this analysis may be further
complicated since University of Iowa’s hospital system may
be categorized as Higher Education Expenditures that
others might consider to be health care. This graphic, from
page 4 of the Report, shows the total state expenditures
(aggregated nationally) by function for Fiscal 2012,
delineating K-12 and higher education for the nation:

The history of Iowa’s percentage of total state funds compared to the nation includes data from the
Report as follows:
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Changes in Spending Per Student, inflation-adjusted, FY2008 to FY 2014: The Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities further analyzed changes in spending per student, with the following statistics
specific to Iowa reported in the May 20, 2014 analysis:
•

Iowa experienced -11.7% change in
spending per student, inflation–
adjusted, since 2008.

•

Only 10 states lowered spending more
than Iowa on a percentage basis
(Oklahoma, Alabama, Arizona,
Kansas, Idaho, South Carolina,
Wisconsin, Georgia, California, and
Mississippi.)

•

Study reports that Iowa has lost $641
per student, inflation-adjusted, since
2008.

•

Increases in per student spending this
year don’t fully compensate for the
prior cuts: Iowa’s change in spending
per student, inflation-adjusted, FY2013
to FY2014 is $23.

The study concludes: “Restoring school
funding should be an urgent
priority. The steep state-level K-12
spending cuts of the last several years
have serious consequences for the
nation.” One of the consequences
specifically mentioned is certainly
applicable to Iowa as education reform
unfolds:
“The cuts undermine education reform
and hinder school districts’ ability to
deliver high-quality education, with
long-term negative consequences for
the nation’s economic
competitiveness. Many states and
school districts have undertaken important
school reform initiatives to prepare
children better for the future, but deep
funding cuts hamper their ability to
implement many of these reforms. At a
time when producing workers with highlevel technical and analytical skills is
increasingly important to a country’s prosperity, large cuts in funding for basic education threaten to
undermine the nation’s economic future.”
Source: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, May 20, 2014
http://www.cbpp.org/cms/?fa=view&id=4011
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Dropout Prevention: The following map shows the range of Dropout Prevention actual percentage of
regular program district cost accessed by school districts to provide services to students meeting strict atrisk criteria defined in Iowa law. The ceiling in the law is either 2.5% of regular program budget for the
fiscal year or a percentage that historically exceed 2.5% (as high as 5% was authorized in law prior to
2013) in any year from July 1, 2009 through July 1, 2013. The funding is stipulated in Iowa Code 257.41.
Click here for DE’s annual report, June 2013, on dropout prevention activities.
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This next map shows the variance in graduation rates for a 4-year cohort, with variance among Iowa
districts from a low of 63.2% to a high of 100%.

Transportation Expenditures: Iowa has no weighting for transportation or population sparsity. The
FY 2013 range of transportation cost per student enrolled varies from a low of $29.60 to a high of
$1,121.19, (average of $418.08.) Since this expense is a general fund expense, it takes away from
the cost per pupil in
the school district’s
general fund that
otherwise provides for
educational expenses.
Those districts with
very high
transportation costs
per student have less
resource available for
teachers, courses,
curriculum,
professional
development, utilities,
and all other general
fund expenditures.
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Transportation and Enrollment: This next scatterplot shows the relationship between the total
enrollment of the district and the average cost per student transported. As district enrollment
increases, cost per student transported decreases, although there are outliers.

The Instructional Support Levy was enacted in the mid-90s to provide funds the school board and
voters could use to support improved instruction. Most school districts use the ISL as the following
data indicates:





335 out of 346 districts have some form of the ISL (97%) in FY 2014 (only 11 districts do
not have the ISL in FY 2014).
276 districts use income surtax to fund ISL to some degree.
ISL provides from a low of $70 per student to a high of $657 per student. The average
statewide is $451 per student.
Property tax rates to fund the ISL average 53 cents per $1,000, with a high of $1.97 per
$1,000.

Although the original intent in legislation specified the state would provide a 25% match to help
equalize local effort and address property tax valuation differences, the legislature capped the
amount at $14 million for several years, then during the recent economic downturn, eliminated the
state appropriation altogether. The following chart from the Iowa DE Annual Condition of
Education Report, November 2013, demonstrates the total funding for Instructional Support and the
gradual elimination of the state’s contribution.
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The loss of state funding is not merely an adequacy issue, but also furthers concerns of student
equity. The state funding was originally designed to promote taxpayer equity, with property poor
districts receiving more assistance from the state and district with higher property value per pupil
receiving less. The lack of state contribution results in a large disparity per pupil in resources
available for instructional support. The following chart shows the variance per pupil.
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Another way to consider the disparity created by the ISL proration formula is to consider the
relationship of ISL revenues to property value supporting each student. Although the vast majority of
districts (and their voters) have elected to receive the full 10% of regular program district cost in their
instructional support program, those with lower property value supporting each student are held to a
much lower amount (as low as 5.5% in the case of Ballard Community Schools which has a property
valuation per pupil of $163,142.)
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The following charts and tables are included in the LSA’s 2013
Iowa FACTBOOK, published in February 2014.
Access the entire LSA FACTBOOK which is posted on the
legislative web site here:
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/LSA/FCT/2012/FCTMMT000.pdf
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Economic Indicators: Iowa and the Nation
The following statistics and rankings are included in the LSA’s 2013 Iowa FACTBOOK, published in February
2014. Access the entire LSA FACTBOOK which is posted on the legislative web site here:
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/LSA/FCT/2012/FCTMMT000.pdf

Expenditures in
billions
Iowa
$20
National $2,004.0

2011 State Government Expenditures (1)
Per Capita
Rank Per Capita Expenditures as % of Per
Expenditures
Capita Personal Income
$6,537
26
16.7%
$6,492
16.2%

Rank
28

2012 National Per Capita Income (2)
2012 Amount % of National Average 2012 Rank 2011 Rank 2010 Rank
Iowa
$43,935
100.5%
24
25
28
National $43,735
100.0%

Cost of
Living 2013
Score
Iowa 91.3

State Living Standards (3)
% of population not
covered by Health
Livability of
Insurance
the State
Rank
Score
9

11.0

Rank 2013
Score
41
32.39

2013
Rank
6

2012
Rank
6

Percentage of Persons in Poverty Two-Year Average Rate by State (4)
2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 Rank 2012
Iowa 9.6%
9.2%
10.1%
10.5%
10.4%
10.4%
6
USA 12.4%
12.9%
13.8%
14.7%
15.1%
15.1%
Median Household Income (5)
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2011 Rank
Iowa $43,042 $45,086 $47,489 $49,262 $50,774 $50,422 $50,504 $51,322 24
USA $44,473 $46,037 $48,200 $50,233 $51,297 $50,618 $50,328 $51,027
The following sources were included in the 2013 FACTBOOK:
• 2011 State Government Expenditures (1) Sources: 2011 State Government Expenditures and 2011 Population
Estimates (both U.S. Census Bureau). 2011 Per Capita Personal Income (U. S. Bureau of Economic Analysis). All
data accessed October 2011.
• 2012 National Per Capita Income (2) Source: Regional Economic Information System, Bureau of Economic
Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce
• State Living Standards (3) Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Morgan Quitno Press, Income, Poverty, and
Health Insurance Coverage 2011, CQ’s State Rankings 2013, and MERIC Cost of Living Data Series 2nd Quarter
2013
• Percentage of Persons in Poverty Two-Year Average Rate by State (4) Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Current
Population Survey, Annual Social and Economic Supplements
• Median Household Income (5) Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Median Household Income by State
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The following charts and tables are included in the LSA’s 2013
Iowa FACTBOOK, published in February 2014, Elementary and
Secondary Education section. These provide additional
information on the mix of Iowa school revenue sources, annual
changes in school revenue, revenues by program area, national
comparative data, changes in object and function expenditures,
student performance indicators, salary data and school district
and AEA enrollment information. Access the entire LSA
FACTBOOK which is posted on the legislative web site here:
https://www.legis.iowa.gov/DOCS/LSA/FCT/2012/FCTMMT000.pdf
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